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Abstract 
 

This thesis compared the essays of 13 Singaporean students, written in 
English and Chinese, within the theoretical framework of contrastive 
rhetoric. The study responded to criticisms made of contrastive rhetoric, 
by including new methodologies, particularly the experiences of 
participants as a significant part of the qualitative analysis. The analysis 
of essay data focused on how arguments were framed and their content. 
The questionnaire and interview data investigated student's experiences 
and attitudes towards learning and using the two languages.. It was found 
that (a) there were similarities in terms of overall structure of the essays 
and transfer of certain Chinese stylistic devices, (b) there were 
differences in the use of other Chinese stylistic devices, and the 
arguments in Chinese essays clustered around personal-informal-
emotional arguments whereas those in the English essays clustered 
around impersonal-formal-rational arguments. These themes were 
reflected in the questionnaire and interview data as well.  
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1. Introduction  

Recently, a Malaysian student, enrolled in a Masters of TESOL program at an 

Australian university, shared her journey into higher education in Australia with me.  

 
I sat for the IELTS writing examination twice, once in Australia, marked by 
an Australian rater and got a score of 4/9. I was so disheartened. But, 
reluctant to accept this score as I didn’t believe I was a 4/9 writer I took the 
IELTs test again the following month in Malaysia, where I received a 7.5/9.  

 
This student’s experience is not unique; similar stories have been recounted to me by 

other students from Vietnam and Japan. Whilst there may be a variety of reasons for 

such differences in scores, it is possible that the rhetorical patterns the Malaysian 

student used in her writing were more familiar to the Malaysian rater than to the 

Australian rater. Whether this is the case or not, such dramatic differences in scores in 

such a high-stakes test administered in two separate countries, suggests that there is a 

need for further research into cross-cultural rhetorical patterns in writing.  

To date, Contrastive rhetoricians have largely focused on overall structure and 

paragraph structure. The content of arguments has rarely been studied. These details 

can affect the reader’s interpretation of the strength of an argument as demonstrated in 

the following example from Liu and Kendig (2000). In their book, they argue that an 

argument citing filial piety as a reason for abolishing aged care homes would carry 

more weight in an Asian context where filial piety is a traditional value, making aged 

care seem bad. This argument, however, may be seen as less important - weak or 

irrelevant even in a similar debate in a Western context, as aged care is acceptable as 

a way of sharing long term care (Liu & Kendig, 2000). Thus, contextual knowledge is 

very important in interpreting the quality of arguments in any given text.  

Contrastive rhetoric has only recently come under academic scrutiny again, 

after a debate-filled period of response to Kaplan’s claims in the 1980s. Researchers 

like Ulla Connor reignited the contrastive rhetoric debate in the late 1990s. Chinese, 

however, is a language that has not received much attention in contrastive rhetoric 

(Wang, 2004). Whilst a number of studies have made introductory observations on 

Chinese stylistic features, and Chinese rhetoric is considered to be one of the main 

rhetorical styles by contrastive rhetoricians (e.g. Kaplan, 1972), Western literature on 

it is not comprehensive and the existing research faces critique that studies are 

anachronistic, that Chinese rhetoric is not monolithic, and that it was influenced by 
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the West in the 19th century. Some researchers (e.g. Bloch & Chi, 1995) have even 

argued that there is no standard “Chinese rhetoric” but instead a variety of rhetorical 

structures. It is clear that more research in this area is needed (Wang, 2004). In 

particular, studies that address the above critiques are required.  

The second problem that needs to be addressed in contrastive rhetoric research 

is that researchers often make generalizations without fully understanding the 

language, culture or field they are studying (Erbaugh, 1990; Wang, 2004). Research 

by members of the target culture, or people who are familiar with both the cultures 

and the languages is needed (Wang, 2004). The third important gap in contrastive 

rhetoric research is to include participants’ experiences in the analysis. Studies have 

not yet begun incorporating this as a sizable part of the analysis, and rich explanations 

are left out by this. Hirose (2003), Kubota (1992) and Kubota and Lehner (2004) have 

all suggested that the incorporation of individuals’ experiences would lead to a better 

understanding of the differences in writing in two cultures. Lastly, Singapore has not 

been used as a site for a contrastive rhetoric study, even though it is well placed as a 

culture intersecting East and West.  

This study aims to address the issues described above firstly by providing an 

in-depth look at the experiences and attitudes of students in Singapore, who write in 

both Chinese and English.  The participants in this study will be treated as individuals 

with histories and experiences rather than faceless participants who produce unique 

rhetorical arguments on paper. This methodology responds to Kubota and Lehner’s 

(2004) call for individuals to be represented in contrastive rhetoric research. Secondly, 

as a Singaporean I am probably well-placed to make contextualized and informed 

judgments about participants’ writing styles in Singapore, thus addressing the issue of 

the study of Asian rhetoric by informed researchers.  

 The structure of this thesis is outlined in this paragraph. The literature review in 

chapter two will cover research in contrastive rhetoric from its beginning to the 

criticisms that led to new methodologies, and focus on advances in Chinese rhetoric. 

The third chapter provides the research questions, and the fourth covers the methods 

used in this study. The fifth chapter includes a qualitative analysis of the 26 essays by 

the 13 participants; firstly the similarities in the Chinese and English essays, and then 

the differences, and includes interview data to explain these similarities and 

differences. Chapter six offers limitations of the study, and conclusions are provided 

in Chapter seven.   
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2. Literature Review  

Discourse analysis is the study of written or spoken language use. Work on 

second language discourse analysis formerly dealt with speech, and analyzing errors 

at the grammatical level (e.g. Harris, 1952), until Robert B. Kaplan (1966) began to 

analyze written discourse. His study is the first work done on written discourse 

analysis of L2 learners (Leki, 1991). This chapter will focus on literature produced 

from the time of Kaplan’s work, and document studies providing support for his 

claims, and studies finding evidence against his claims. It will also cover new 

advances in contrastive rhetoric, and studies done in this new framework. The chapter 

includes a section specifically covering the work done in the contrastive rhetoric 

framework on a comparison of English and Chinese, as my study focuses on the 

writing of students from an Asian background.  

 

2.1 Kaplan’s First Study 

Kaplan was influenced by work in the fields of anthropology, sociology, and 

rhetoric by two theoretical articles written by Spirzer (1953; cited in Kaplan, 1966) 

and Hughes and Duhamel (1962; cited in Kaplan 1966), in which it had been argued 

that logic, (or the organization of information), is a culturally determined 

phenomenon. In his analysis of rhetoric used in student essays, he found different 

approaches taken by students from various cultures. From Spirzer’s (1953; cited in 

Kaplan, 1966), Hughes and Duhamels’ (1962; cited in Kaplan, 1966) and his own 

observations, he argued that logic, along with the format of argument (rhetoric) is 

dependent on culture. The way a writer convinced his/her audience of a point 

depended largely on the cultural background he/she emerged from (Kaplan, 1966).  

 In Kaplan’s study over a two year period (1963-1965), he analyzed six 

hundred essays written by international students taken from classes he taught. These 

student essays were taken as representative of five main language groups; the English 

(Western culture), Semitic (or Hebrew), Oriental (or Asian), Romance and Russian 

languages.  

Kaplan found the foreign student papers he analyzed to be different from the 

native English speakers papers in varying ways. He found English to be linear in its 

topic development. He argued that a usual paragraph in English begins with a topic 

statement, and then subdivides the topic statement, supported by an example to 
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illustrate, and to develop an idea central to all the other ideas in the essay. The aim of 

the paragraph is “to employ that idea in its proper relationship with the other ideas, to 

prove something, or argue a point.” (Kaplan, 1966, p.5) However he did note that 

although this inductive pattern was “typical” to English paragraphs (p. 14), atypical 

paragraphs have occurred in English literary texts like those by writers such as James 

Joyce. 

Although Kaplan described the other four patterns, his paper focused on 

findings of the Arabic and Oriental patterns and discussed them in more detail, 

mentioning briefly the structure of Russian and Romance languages. According to 

Kaplan, Arabic writers write in a digressive, or zig-zag manner. That is, paragraphs 

tend to start with conjunctions; “And after two weeks”, “But all the time”, unlike 

paragraphs written by native English speakers. He based this hypothesis of the 

“pattern” of Arabic writing on an analysis of passages from the Bible as well as 

essays by his Arabic students.  

Kaplan found that Oriental writing was marked with an “approach by 

indirection” (p. 10). He found the paragraph to develop in a way that widened, 

following a circular path, with arguments that were only slightly connected, even 

digressive, and spoke of the subject without ever directly addressing it. In the example 

argument he analyzed of a Korean student, he also noted that the argument relied on 

negatives (and not positives). He analyzed the conclusion paragraph in the Korean 

paper and found the paragraph to be phrased differently from the usual English 

paragraph, as half of it was a thesis statement. 

These patterns were presented in a diagram, shown below. These were the 

English straight arrow, the Semitic or Arabic zig-zag, the Oriental inward spiral, and 

the jagged lines of Romance and Russian. However, in his initial paper, he wrote 

more about Semitic, Oriental and French (romance) thought patterns, and only briefly 

about Russian. 
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Figure 1: A diagram of the patterns Kaplan (1966) found.  

Kaplan then argued that papers written by international students lack focus 

because the rhetorical style used was one unfamiliar to an English speaker, as it 

organized information in a way contrary to his/her rhetorical expectations (1966). So 

in summary, Kaplan’s main claims were:  

 

1) There is a cultural preference for thought development (logic) in cultures, 

reflected in a difference in paragraph development. This means thought is 

shaped by culture, and student essays are organized according to thought 

patterns of the cultures from which they originate.  

2) Problems in student’s English as a Second Language (ESL) writing stemmed 

from a negative transfer of first language thought patterns.  

 

Kaplan’s study was very influential.  It ignited inquiry into text analysis, 

across L1 (e.g. Connor & McCagg, 1987) and L2 texts (e.g. Connor, 1987; Eggington, 

1987; Grabe, 1987) in the newly created contrastive rhetoric field. However, it should 

be noted that Kaplan based his findings without researching any professional texts. He 

acknowledged that his findings were “tendenc[ies]” and not hard and fast rules (p. 9). 

He called for further in-depth research. Some subsequent researchers have, however, 

used his patterns as established facts rather than tendencies.   

 

2.2 Criticisms of Kaplan 
A number of criticisms focusing on the methodology and Kaplan’s claims 

have haunted the contrastive rhetoric hypothesis ever since its beginnings. A major 

criticism is that contrastive rhetoric has often ignored various factors other than the 

cultural background of the writer in explaining differences in writing (Kubota & 

Lehner, 2004). For example, studies (Hirose & Sasaki, 1994; Hirose, 2003) have 
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found that the standard of writing texts produced in a writer’s L2 is linked to factors 

such as the writer’s competence in L1 and skill in L2. Kubota (1992) conducted a 

study on Japanese and Canadian university students investigating the rhetorical 

configurations they used, and found individual participant’s L1 and ESL essays on the 

same topic revealed a positive transfer in writing skills rather than exhibiting intrusion 

from L1 rhetorical structures. She also found that a students' use of the same or 

different rhetorical structures in their L1 and L2 was influenced by their perception of 

L1 and L2 rhetorical styles; consciousness that English and Japanese had divergent 

organizational styles affected by reading books about Japanese/English, reading in 

Japanese/English, also the student’s experience in English composition and their 

command of English. 

Other studies have also found that students’ proficiency in L1 and L2 have a 

noticeable effect on students’ use of rhetorical patterns. Hirose and Sasaki (1994), 

after conducting a mixed-methods study on nineteen Japanese university students, 

found that the students' proficiency in L2 and writing skill in L1 explained a large 

proportion of varying standards of L2 writing. Studies by Li (1996), Mohan and Lo 

(1985) and Hirose and Sasaki (1994), also found that students’ skill in L2 composing 

was connected to a student using good writing strategies, and a student’s fluency in 

writing and writing confidence.  

 

2.3 New Contrastive Rhetoric 
In the past 10 years of developing contrastive rhetoric, areas not previously 

covered in the original contrastive rhetoric analysis have been advanced, and the 

study in the field has widened, and become more sensitive to “norms” and 

conventions of non-Anglo cultures using English. A development in new contrastive 

rhetoric is that contemporary researchers have begun acknowledging a changing 

notion of the term “culture” in contrastive rhetoric, and have done work on it, thus 

broadening our understanding of this term.  For example, Atkinson’s (1999) 

comprehensive review discussed two competing views of culture in TESOL, the 

received view and the alternative, nonstandard view. The received view sees culture 

as based largely on the geographical and national backgrounds of students, and the 

cultures are constructed as consistent and homogeneous. He expands that the 

continuous use of the non-critical terms, an example Japanese culture perpetuates this 
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view. According to him, the alternative view stems out of new perspectives in 

sociology and critical anthropology, and is critical of the traditional interpretation (see 

Kubota & Lehner, 2004; You, 2005 for further details). He argues all social groups 

have a constant infiltration by outside influences. He argues this is influenced by 

postmodernist thought, including concepts like hybridity, difference and contestation 

to critically question the traditional view. Atkinson calls for a shift to the alternative 

view, as cultural frames have become increasingly deterritorialized, and cultural 

groups are now full of internal and external knowledge and experience.  

Other researchers have also acknowledged a problem with the terminology 

used in contrastive rhetoric. Spack (1997) has argued for new research in contrastive 

rhetoric to be conducted and for participants to be described in a way that recognizes 

the intricate and hybrid nature of students’ identities. As an example, she has found 

that research done on English as a second language to be biased, with predictions 

made about the ways students think (as guided by their linguistic/cultural 

backgrounds). She sees this as being perpetuated by contrastive rhetoric terminologies 

which used labels like “ESL”, which classify students as non-English L1, which 

separates the “English” and “non-English” with English as the reference point, the 

“norm”.  

A second development in new contrastive rhetoric is recognizing the widening 

rhetorical horizons of writers and readers in English. Kachru (1999) explains the 

existence of Outer Circle varieties of English, or Englishes spoken in certain countries 

such as Malaysia, Singapore and India resembling (but not identical to) standard 

English, and argues that by limiting the “native speaker or reader” and rhetorical 

“norms” of English to the type of English found in news programs, Western countries, 

i.e. standardized or “Inner Circle English” only, a proportion of Englishes is missed 

out. This exhibits prescriptive-ness and disregards the fuzzy boundaries (e.g. dialects) 

within a single language group. Instead, he argues that interpreting the context of 

culture with the context of situation is important for evaluation of a written text. He 

gives the example of a written wedding invitation in Indian English which has to be 

preceded by an oral face-to-face invitation, or a personal letter apologizing for the 

invitation if the distance between people is too far to be traveled. Also some countries 

of the Outer Circle have developed their own grammatical and written forms to 

express their contexts of culture. For instance, in Indian English, verbs are categorized 

in terms of volitionality (as in Indian languages) instead of like in Inner Circle English, 
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stative versus dynamic. Thus, limiting the patterns of English rhetoric to the patterns 

found in Inner Circle English textbooks and style manuals excludes the Outer Circle 

Englishes, such as those found in former British colonies like Singapore. Notably, 

Connor and Lauer (1985) have found that even writing across Inner Circle Englishes 

does not follow regular conventions.  

 

2.4 Chinese rhetoric 
As mentioned earlier, in Kaplan’s initial model, the Oriental pattern was 

“circular” and “indirect” (1966, p. 10), and he saw this as fundamentally different to 

the English pattern which was a “straight arrow” (p. 15). It should be noted that 

Oriental, as used in 1966, referred to Chinese and Koreans, excluding Japanese 

culture. In later work (1972), based on an analysis of student written and 

professionally written texts, Kaplan suggested a typical Chinese rhetorical pattern, the 

ba-gu-wen, or eight-legged essay appeared in Chinese students’ writing. He argued 

the eight “legs” or specific steps to an argument were very specific (p. 49), and 

repeated what the argument was, seemingly without giving any evidence.  Later, 

building on Kaplan’s work, Liu (1989; cited in Kirkpatrick, 1997) found another 

typical Chinese rhetorical pattern, the qi-cheng-zhuan-he, made of a distinctive four-

part structure. Qi-cheng-zhuan-he was commonly glossed as “introduction,” 

“development”, “turn” which was digressive and “conclusion” (Cahill, 2003, p. 171). 

The Chinese paragraph organization found in Chinese ESL writer’s essays were 

claimed to be a result of negative transfer of Chinese rhetorical patterns. 

One study supporting Kaplan’s claims is Becker’s (1995) qualitative study of 

the writing of five Chinese ESL students’ over a semester. Becker found the five 

students’ reasoning, and essay structure and content to use evidence from Confucius’ 

philosophy, a Chinese-type paragraph structure and conclusion. She found evidence 

of intricate groups of rhetorical patterns, thus clarifying Kaplan's descriptions of an 

Oriental thought “spiral” (1966, 1972, 1987). She also observed that two students 

switched between rhetorical styles used, suggesting the presence of a bi-rhetorical 

pattern.  

Cai (1999) also conducted a qualitative case study of a student who had 

attended high school in China and then had an extensive period of three and a half 

years of exposure to English argumentative writing instruction in a university course 
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in the United States. The student, Fang, attended five modules of English composition 

writing, focusing on argumentative writing. However, Cai’s (1999) analysis of six 

essays written by Fang found Fang’s academic style to remain influenced by the 

currents in Chinese writing. Instead of persuading the reader of her own view on 

topics, Fang paraphrased or repeated from the authorities, drew moral lessons in her 

conclusions, like Chinese culture. Further, Fang had ‘pet’ topics on American society, 

similar to what she had previously learned from Chinese readings in China on issues 

of diversity, racism and equality commonly addressed in Chinese political writing. 

Fang’s writing also remained strongly influenced by the eight-legged and four-part 

essay structure.  

A number of studies on other oriental languages have also found evidence 

supporting Kaplan’s (1966) claim that a student’s L1 rhetorical pattern transferred 

negatively to his/her L2 writing, making it distinctly different from English writing of 

a native speaker. A number of studies (e.g. Harama, 1998; Kobayashi, 1984; Oi, 1984) 

investigated Japanese ESL learners’ writing in English and found that they transferred 

rhetorical patterns from Japanese to English by using the Japanese logical flow. For 

example, Harama’s case study of one student found the Japanese 4-part rhetorical 

pattern ki-shoo-ten-ketsu in a majority of the essays written by the student in English 

at university level. This pattern remained over a period of 3 years. This pattern was 

particularly noticeable in exercises the student did not understand. For instance, the 

first journal entry the student wrote appeared as an essay in the 4-part rhetorical 

pattern form, because she had not yet understood the concept of a journal entry. In 

one paper, Harama found the Japanese patterns and English patterns to appear in the 

same piece of writing.  

Kobayashi’s (1984) study investigated the writing styles in two groups of 

university students in Japan, university students writing in Japanese and (Japanese) 

English-major students writing in English. She found that the Japanese English-major 

students (largely) wrote essays in English which conformed to the specific-to-general 

pattern of paragraph organization found in Japanese. They did not adhere to the 

conventional English pattern of general-to-specific paragraph organization. Japanese 

university students wrote in a similar (specific-to-general) pattern. However, 

Kobayashi did not completely attribute this pattern to negative transfer from the 

Japanese organization patterns. Instead, she suggested that factors like student’s 
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attitude to a language, exposure to English and instruction received in English 

composition can also affect the patterns found.  

Whilst a number of studies have provided support for Kaplan’s contrastive 

rhetoric hypothesis evident in the writing of Chinese and Japanese learners, other 

studies have challenged it.  

 

2.5 Criticism of Kaplan’s work on oriental patterns 
One criticism of analysis based on Kaplan’s work is that studies contrasting 

English and Chinese frequently compare a modern English style with classical 

Chinese styles (Liu, 2008; You, 2005). Kubota and Lehner (2004) argue that this type 

of analysis is incorrect, as it ignores the fact that language constantly changes and 

evolves over time, as it changes due to external inter-cultural and linguistic factors. In 

the case of Chinese, this results in an unrealistic model of Chinese rhetoric that is not 

congruent with modern day Chinese rhetoric.  

A number of studies have provided evidence disproving the traditional 

Chinese rhetorical patterns of ba-gu-wen and qi-cheng-zhuan-he and provided 

alternatives to this (Kirkpatrick, 1997, 2002; Mohan & Lo, 1985). Kirkpatrick (1997) 

and Mohan and Lo (1985) have argued that the ba-gu-wen or eight-legged essay 

exerts little influence on contemporary writing in Chinese, particularly after the May 

4th movement of the Chinese Literary Revolution in 1919. Kirkpatrick (1997) noted 

that it was unlikely the ba-gu-wen has contemporary influence as the skill to write a 

good ba-gu-wen took a few years to master, it lacked acceptance and Chinese was 

influenced increasingly by Western ideas after the introduction of ba-gu-wen. 

Kirkpatrick (1997) also argues that there is little evidence that the four-unit pattern qi-

cheng-zhuan-he influences current day argumentative writing in Chinese. He explains 

that a separate four part structure of Chinese writing appears regularly in Chinese 

textbooks and instructional articles, indicating a four part structure to Chinese 

narrative writing, different to qi-cheng-zhuan-he.  

Research to date seems to conclude that both classical and modern Chinese are 

characterized by diversity rather than there being a fixed way of writing (Bloch & Chi, 

1995). Shi (2002) has found evidence that English structures influence modern 

Chinese writing. In interviews with fourteen China based professors who were 

English trained in American universities, Shi (2002) found that they tended to use 
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English scholarly writing conventions when publishing their papers in Chinese and 

English, indicating a contemporary influence of English structures on Chinese writing.  

A second development in new contrastive rhetoric relevant to this discussion 

on oriental writing is that the importance of context and interplay between L2 writers’ 

and L1 readers’ knowledge in textual interpretation is addressed. McCagg (1996) 

discusses the problem of “reader responsibility” as previously raised by Hinds (1987). 

Hinds’ study analyzed an article in a Japanese newspaper column for argumentative 

structure, and proposed a typology of English and Japanese arguing Japanese was a 

reader-responsible language while English was a writer-responsible language. 

McCagg reanalyzed the Japanese newspaper articles and the English translations used 

by Hinds (1987) and argued that as long as there is similar cultural and linguistic 

knowledge of the writer and readers, Japanese texts do not require more cognitive 

effort to understand than English texts. Similarly, Donahue (1998) agrees that 

newspaper articles written for an audience in Japan renders it difficult for readers 

from the US to understand, even when translated, as the articles contain unfamiliar 

foreign terms and require contextual knowledge, unique to a Japanese context (people 

living in Japan).  

 

2.6 Studies on Chinese writing using a Revised Contrastive Rhetoric 
Traditional contrastive rhetoric is still found in contrastive rhetoric analysis of 

Chinese writing e.g. Cai (1999), but a number of studies have begun using a revised 

framework to contrastive analysis. A first revision noticed in studies such as Bloch 

and Chi’s (1995), Kirkpatrick’s (1997, 2002) and You’s (2005) is the questioning of a 

formerly asserted uniqueness of Chinese rhetorical patterns (Hinds, 1990; Kaplan, 

1972). This questioning has realized the difficulty in finding a standard rhetorical 

pattern across Chinese argumentative texts.   

One researcher, Kirkpatrick (1997) conducted an analysis of materials used to 

teach Chinese writing in the time period 1964-1990. He found that a large majority of 

the textbooks examined contained materials teaching writers to write in a style he 

found to be more closely resembling the Anglo-American style rather than what were 

accepted as traditional Chinese structures, ba-gu-wen and qi-cheng-zhuan-he. This 

was taught with use of an introduction, body and conclusion (and straightforward 

argument). Following this, Kirkpatrick (2002) also conducted in-depth research on the 
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rise and fall of the ba-gu-wen structure in Chinese writing. He found this was a poetic 

form and used in the imperial examinations, but that excessive use of this form in 

writing made Chinese writing unclear. He argued the specific contexts it was used in 

made it unlikely to influence modern-day Chinese writing.  

Cahill (2003) has argued that Chinese writing has been left anachronistic. 

Instead, he found qi-cheng-zhuan-he to be similar to English writing. Cahill surveyed 

older and modern accounts of literature explaining the use of qi-cheng-zhuan-he. He 

found evidence opposite to the prevailing assumption of zhuan (or turn) as a classic 

example of Asian “indirectness” or “circularity” (p. 170). Cahill instead argues that 

Asian writers see zhuan as a chance to extend the argument, either through the non-

contrastive or contrastive method. A few examples of non-contrastive use is zhuan as 

linking the cheng and he, or zhuan to set up he as a punch-line conclusion. A few 

examples of zhuan used contrastively are to outline a new aspect to the topic, or make 

a counter argument. He argues that the initial analysis of zhuan as a turn has been 

incorrect, and instead, developing the essay further is not different from how English 

writers write.  

Bloch and Chi (1985) and You (2005) refer to the notion of hybridity in their 

discussion of Chinese rhetoric, noting Chinese rhetoric has strains of Western 

influence from the 1900s onward, making it difficult to separate out what is truly 

“East” and what is “West” in a contrastive rhetoric debate. It is difficult to say certain 

characteristics are “Chinese” if “Chinese” has Western influence. These researchers 

rely mainly on studies of contemporary Chinese scientific writing, which produce 

evidence of being influenced by Western argumentative scientific writing.  

You (2005) reports that Chinese rhetoric has had a continuous renewing and 

enrichment by Western rhetoric. You examined the history of Chinese writing 

instruction from the 17th-21st century and finds importation and translation as factors 

that have influenced trends in Chinese writing. She found that Chinese writing had 

been influenced by English writing as early as 1867, because of events after the Meiji 

Restoration. The restoration was a time when Japan tried to catch up to the West, and 

imported much knowledge and teaching from the West. At this time, Chinese students 

also went to Japan to study. The second time Western writing influenced Chinese 

writing was from 1900-1910 onwards, when Western rhetorical style was imported 

into China through a translation of Western scientific works. At this time, writing 
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about Western educational psychology and language teaching were also introduced 

into China by Japanese translations. 

Bloch and Chi (1995) also found that Chinese academic writing has displayed 

evidence of Western academic influences, especially in the use of citation. They 

argued that it is difficult to generalize the relationship between Chinese rhetoric and 

English rhetoric, and that Chinese rhetoric is complex and its form changes over time. 

They examined the use of citation in modern Chinese and English scientific and social 

science journals, and found Chinese texts to be written similarly to Western texts. 

They further argue that Chinese writing was never monolithic, but instead has evolved 

from the time of Confucius, and incorporated several separate strands of styles of 

writing instead of one style. They find several styles exemplified by influential 

Chinese authors like Confucius, Daoism, Chu Hsu and Hsi K’ang.  

 

2.7 Research Gap 
To sum up, in contrastive analysis there is a distinction between the writing of 

the geographical “East” and “West”. This is due in part to the fact that to date, 

research done on the Chinese language has been small, in comparison to the research 

done on English rhetoric (Wang, 2004). In the study of Chinese rhetoric, the debate 

has focused on the two styles qi-cheng-zhuan-he and ba-gu-wen. Wang (2004) calls 

for more rigorous research into modern Chinese argumentative styles, so that Chinese 

rhetoric can be correctly compared to English. Kubota (1992) and Hirose (2003) also 

suggest the individual life experiences of Asian participants be taken into account, 

because they are clearly different from Western life experiences.  

This study consists of a contrastive analysis of Chinese and English 

argumentative writing in a first-world country (“West”) located in South-East Asia 

(“East”), Singapore. Singapore is an interesting context to conduct such a study for a 

number of reasons. The first reason is that Singaporean English (Singlish), a variety 

of Outer Circle English or nonstandard English, is the lingua franca (a language 

commonly used by a majority group in a population). This nonstandard English has 

features of Malay and Chinese syntax and vocabulary, which are different from 

English. In the past forty years, Singlish has emerged as the main informal way to 

communicate. Singaporean English is now somewhat in a kind of struggle. It has 

become more and more popular among the people, and is seen as a problem by the 
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government, as Singapore aims to integrate into the West by using Standard English 

and Westerners have difficulty understanding Singlish. The government has tried to 

encourage its citizens to speak and write in Standard English, through, for example, 

the “Speak English Campaign.”  

Singapore is also an interesting example to conduct contrastive rhetoric 

research because up till now, most of the studies have focused on university aged 

students who enter a foreign country to continue their studies, and who are 

considerably more exposed to their first language than a second language. They often 

learned their L2 at a later age. In Singapore, students are schooled in a second 

language Chinese, English, Indian or Malay depending on one’s individual home 

language background from the age of 6, till 16-19. Both languages are equally 

important in Singapore, and students have near to equal opportunities to practice both 

languages. So far, research has taken place in other Asian contexts, like Hong Kong 

(Mohan & Lo, 1985), advanced ESL learners in Taiwan (Lin, 2007), in Chinese 

ethnic minorities in Sydney (Liu, 2008), EFL learners in Japan (Kubota, 1992, 1998), 

on bilingual Chinese immigrant high-school students in the U.S. (Dunkelblau, 1990), 

and in China (Kirkpatrick, 1997) but no research on contrastive analysis has been 

done in Singapore on bilinguals yet.  
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3. Research Questions 
1. Are there similarities and differences in the organizational style and content of 

essays written in Chinese and in English by Singaporean students? 

2. If so, what are these similarities and differences? 

3. What may explain these similarities and differences? 
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4. Methodology 

4.1 Participants 
 The participants in this study were 13 Singaporean university undergraduates, 

who attended university in Singapore (see Table 1 for a list of participants’ 

pseudonyms and their characteristics). The participants majored in a range of courses 

including law, economics, engineering, accounting and architecture.  The participants 

self-identified themselves into three groups: five of the thirteen participants were 

bilinguals, two spoke Chinese as a first language, and six spoke English as a first 

language. These terms will not form a large part of this study as first, all of the 

participants were proficient users of both English and Chinese, and next, the number 

of students in each category is too small to draw conclusions. The ages they began 

learning the second language ranged from 0-7. In terms of gender, five participants 

were male and eight were female. Their ages ranged from 22-24.  

 

 Participant Gender Age Self-identified language status 
Alex M 22 Bilingual 

Annie F 22 English 

Giselle F 22 English 

Goddy M 22 Chinese 

Jane F 22 English 

Keat M 22 Chinese 

Lynette F 22 English 

Pansy F 23 English 

Rosie F 23 English 

Sally F 23 Bilingual 

Xin F 22 Bilingual 

Yo-yo M 22 Bilingual 

Zack M 24 Bilingual 

Table1: Participants’ genders, age and language status  

 

4.2 Instruments 
In this study, participants completed an English essay, a Chinese essay, a 

questionnaire and a group or individual interview.  

4.2.1 Argumentative Essays 
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Two argumentative essays were collected from each participant; making a 

total of (2x13) 26 essays that was used as data. Each essay took between 30 to 45 

minutes to write, timed. The second essay was administered 5-7 days after the first 

essay, to prevent memory transfer of the initial arguments to the later essay (Sasaki & 

Hirose, 1996). To ensure a counter-balanced design, seven participants wrote on topic 

A first and six participants wrote on topic B. This arrangement was switched for the 

second essay. The topics used in A and B had similar characteristics, in that they were 

arguing about services that were provided for everyone and were essential for society 

to function. The design of the argumentative essays was modeled on the method of 

other contrastive rhetoricians conducting cross-linguistic studies (e.g. Dunkelblau, 

1990; Kubota, 1998; Liu, 2008). The essay topics are listed below (the actual handout 

with Chinese translation is included in Appendix 1). 

 

Topic A (Chinese): “All healthcare should be free.” 

Topic B (English): “All education should be free.” 

 

In both languages, the standards of writing varied amongst the most proficient 

and the least proficient participants. However, the focus of this research was on the 

organization of writing in both languages, and the construction of evidence in the 

arguments in both languages, rather than on proficiency.  

 

4.2.2. Questionnaire 
In this study, the questionnaire was designed combining questions from Hirose 

and Sasaki’s (1994) and Dunkelblau’s (1990) questionnaires. The questionnaire (see 

Appendix 2) covered a range of general topics: including the participants’ particulars, 

the participants’ general language use, English learning experience, and Chinese 

learning experience. The last two sections covered the process to write the English 

essay and the process to write the Chinese essay. The purpose of using a questionnaire 

was to get short answers for an overview of participants’ experiences with the two 

languages before delving more in-depth in the interview segment. The questionnaire 

was implemented directly after the essay tasks were completed.  

 

4.2.3 Semi-structured interview 
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The interview with participants was semi-structured and was aimed at eliciting 

further information on the topics covered previously in the questionnaire. It comprised 

three sections; the first section detailed how the participant used English and Chinese 

and his or her language use, the second section on a participant’s language learning 

experience and the third section covered the experience of learning argumentative 

writing. The interview questions (see Appendix 3) were adapted from Dunkelblau’s 

study (1990). The interview questions were a guideline and not used as a rigid format.  

The interviews were conducted for individuals and in groups directly after the 

questionnaire was administered. The semi-structured interview format allowed the 

participants in group interviews to explore topics not explicitly covered in the 

prepared interview (Mackey & Gass, 2005), and give information that was potentially 

useful. Six (3 x 2 or 2 x 3) participants participated in two group interviews, and the 

remaining participants had individual interviews. The group interviews were 

approximately 15 minutes long and provided useful information as interviewees were 

familiar with each other, and thus not shy about volunteering their opinions. The 

individual interviews were between 5 and 10 minutes. Interviews were audio-recorded. 

After recording, the interviews were transcribed by the researcher and one other 

volunteer. 

 

4.3 Procedures 

4.3.1 Pilot Study 
 Before the actual study was conducted, the method was trialed on two 

Singaporeans and two Taiwanese studying in an Australian university to test the 

feasibility of the study, the clarity of instructions, and if the interview elicited useful 

information. A finding in one of the Singaporean essays was that the information in 

the Chinese essay was organized in a funnel-shape where the essay becomes more 

specific and that moral values and arguments that considered the collective good were 

emphasized in the content of both the English and the Chinese essays.   

The subsequent interviews revealed some interesting information including 

comments from an English L1 participant, who believed that ‘English’ and ‘Chinese’ 

sub-cultures in Singapore were separate. Interestingly, the bilingual participant found 

fewer differences between these sub-cultures. The researcher decided subsequently to 

include language learning experience, and family background in the later study.  
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4.3.2 Main Study 
The administration of the essays occurred in Singapore under timed conditions 

with the researcher present. The researcher and participants met on two occasions; on 

the first occasion, the students wrote an essay, and on the second occasion, they wrote 

another essay, then completed the questionnaire, and then participated in an interview. 

A total of 26 (2 x 13) essays were collected. The compositions were written for this 

study only. The students did not regularly do timed essay writing at university level.  

 

4.3.3 Ethical Considerations  
Ethics clearance for this study was obtained from the Human Research Office 

of the University of Melbourne (see Appendix 4). Before being involved, the 

participants were given a written Plain Language Statement (see Appendix 5), and 

signed a letter of consent, agreeing to their written essays, questionnaires and audio-

recorded interviews being used as data in the study. In the thesis, pseudonyms are 

used to replace the participants’ names.  

 

4.3.4 Analysis 
4.3.4.1 Coding categories  

 The coding categories were devised using the coding scheme formed by 

Dunkelblau (1990), and by analysis of the interviews and questionnaires for emic 

categories. A coding scheme based on the categories of Chinese stylistic devices was 

created. The essays were coded for overall organization, for specific to 

general/general to specific argument organization, for the four-part qi-cheng-zhuan-he 

pattern, and for content of arguments. However, little evidence for analyzing the first 

category was found to be present. For the second category, 8 of 92 paragraphs (8.7%) 

exhibited the general  specific paragraph development in English and 6 of 60 

paragraphs (10%) had this pattern in Chinese. 15 of 92 paragraphs (16.3%) exhibited 

the specific  general paragraph development in English and 6 of 60 paragraphs (10%) 

had this pattern in Chinese. The other paragraphs 81.3% in English essays and 73.7% 

in the Chinese essays did not exhibit either organization. For the third pattern, seven 

instances of the qi-cheng-zhuan-he pattern were found in the English essays (7.6%), 

and none in the Chinese essays (0%). The fourth category had the most examples and 
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so formed the main analysis. Emic categories were established through the analysis of 

the interview data: the categories of “Personal Reference”, “Arguments on Equality”, 

and “Informal Language” were established.  

To check for accuracy of the allocation of arguments into coding categories, 

an English essay and a Chinese essay were coded by a Singaporean student studying 

in Melbourne as well as by the researcher. There was 88.8% agreement in the Chinese 

essay: nine devices were identified with agreement on eight. In the English essay, 12 

devices were identified with agreement on nine.  

 

4.4 Qualitative data 
The emic categories used in the analysis were obtained by following an 

inductive path that began with a few perceived notions. Through an investigation of 

the questionnaires and interviews for trends that repeated in the data, the analysis 

gradually became more fine-tuned and narrowed in its focus, and the above categories 

emerged. In the method, triangulation was achieved using three sources of data: the 

essays, questionnaires and semi-structured interviews.  
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5. Results and Discussion 
 

The first two sections in this chapter describe the trends in the overall essay 

structures, content, and Chinese stylistic devices used. The third section looks beyond 

the essays to see if the interview and questionnaire data can explain some of the 

similarities and differences found in the essays. It focuses on proficiency, cultural 

dilution, attitudes to, experience with, and uses of a relevant language (Kubota & 

Lehner, 2004). As such, this chapter is a response to Kubota and Lehner’s (2004) call 

for research “to recognize the complex web of rhetoric, culture, power, and discourse 

in responding to student writing.” (p. 1).  

Three analyses were simultaneously carried out. The first was an emic analysis 

for categories determined by the participants’ interview data, questionnaire data and 

essays. The second was an analysis based on a list of Chinese stylistic features from a 

selection of research, compiled by Dunkelblau (1990). The third analysis looked at the 

overall argument structure based on research by Kubota (1998) and textbooks on 

argumentative writing (Kirkpatrick, 2002). From the three types of analysis described 

above, the discussion will be based on the emic categories and the other analyses will 

be inserted where appropriate. As justified in the literature, the use of qualitative 

methods and interviews into participants’ language learning and language use 

attempts to provide a clearer picture of the way students approach argumentative 

writing topics. Spack (1997) has suggested using this can provide insight into 

student’s thoughts, rather than to predict the ways students think, as previous 

contrastive rhetoric research seems to have done.  

This section will begin by reporting the word counts of essays. In response to 

RQ1, it was found that there were both similarities and differences in the Chinese and 

English essays written by Singaporean students, although the differences were more 

numerous and noteworthy than the similarities. To address RQ2, the main similarities 

and main differences are outlined below. RQ3 is addressed with a discussion of the 

influences relating to each main point of similarity or difference.  

The total word count is shown in Table 2. For the thirteen essays in English, 

this was 5606 words and the total word count for the thirteen essays in Chinese was 

5216 Chinese characters or word equivalents. Eight participants had essays longer in 

English, and five had longer Chinese essays; there seemed to be no particular trend in 

essay length related to language background. It was surprising that the overall essay 
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lengths were similar given that the participants generally said they were more 

proficient in English writing.  
 

Participant Words in English essay Words in Chinese essay 
1. Alex 309 260 

2. Annie 678 530 
3. Giselle 348 414 
4. Goddy 408 460 
5. Jane 434 291 

6. Kenneth 297 303 
7. Lynette 313 534 
8. Pansy 609 343 
9. Rosie 530 342 
10. Sally 629 477 
11. Xin 350 283 

12. Yo-yo 349 290 
13. Zack 352 689 

Words in Total 5606 5216 

Table 2. Participants’ word count in English and Chinese essays  
 

The essays as analyzed for Chinese stylistic devices identified by Dunkelblau 

(1990) are shown in Table 3 below. If the stylistic device appeared in a sentence, the 

complete sentence is included in the word count, rather than just the part where the 

device began and ended. However, this was difficult to determine for some devices. 

This method for word counting was used except to count interrogative sentences and 

set phrases in the Chinese essays. The interrogative sentences in English and Chinese 

essays varied in length so this was fairer, and set phrases regularly occurred in a set of 

four words, and thus were more easily counted. 

The Chinese stylistic devices appeared in both English and Chinese essays. 

This finding supports the positive transfer found in some contrastive rhetoric studies 

(e.g. Kubota, 1992). Although the list Dunkelblau (1990) compiled contained 11 

rhetorical devices (see Appendix 6 for a list and summary of the devices), the seven 

devices studied in Table 3 are those that appeared in the Singaporean students’ 

writing. In the devices found in my data, repetition for form was the only device that 

was found in the English essays but not in the Chinese.  
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English Chinese Stylistic device 

Words % words % 
1. Hortatory Tone 561 10.0 614 11.7 
2. Ornate, Flowery 

language 
567 10.1 611 11.7 

3. Reference to 
Authority 

430 7.67 507 9.7 

4. Vocative Exhortation 242 4.3 26 0.5 
5. Interrogative 

Sentences 
Occurred 
7 times 

- Occurred 
10 times 

- 

6. Repetition for Form 142 2.53 - - 
7. Set Phrases - - Occurred 

25 times 
- 

Table 3: Stylistic devices found in data based on Dunkelblau (1990) 
 

Table 4 shows the frequency of occurrence of emically determined stylistic 

devices across English and Chinese essays. The categories were a result of 

observation of essay data, and from inferences drawn from the questionnaires and 

interviews, as done in another mixed-methods study (Hirose & Sasaki, 1994). The 

categories formed a basis for the paradigms compared in the section on differences.  
 

English Chinese Stylistic device 
 words % Words % 

1. Arguments on 
Equality 

799 14.3 1123 
 

21.5 
 

2. Personal Reference 136 2.4 1026 
 

19.7 
 

3. Informal language 22 0.4 1289 24.7 
Table 4: Stylistic devices found in data based on emic analysis 

 
5.1 Similarities 

The section on similarities is shorter than the section on differences as the 

differences between the English and Chinese essays were more numerous. It is also 

recognized that some of the similarities noted in these essays may be rather predicable, 

given the essay topics set. The similarities between the English and Chinese essays 

included: 1) a similar overall essay structure; 2) the use of Chinese rhetorical devices 

such as reference to authority, ornate flowery language, interrogative sentences and 

hortatory tone; and 3) arguments based on Equality (14.3% and 21.5%).  
 

5.1.1 Similar Overall Structure 
 The English and Chinese essays had a similar overall structure. Ten of the 

English essays and ten Chinese essays followed the Introduction-Body-Conclusion 

format, with four Chinese essays and six English essays inserting a counter-argument 
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between the body and conclusion. The body of all the essays was arranged in a linear, 

logical order to contain point 1 and then examples or evidence, and then point 2 and 

examples and evidence and so on. 

Although participants had different experiences of learning English and 

Chinese, and perceived different uses and characters of the two languages, 

interestingly their experience with the structure of argumentative writing was the 

same in both languages. A participant reported that “both are about making an 

argument, (and presenting) the case for and against…for the side (you) support put in 

a stronger argument, and for the side (you are) arguing against, take down their 

points.” When four participants outlined in detail the structure they would follow for 

writing an argumentative essay in English and in Chinese, these outlines were 

strikingly similar (see Table 5, column 1).  
 

 
Format stated by participants Chinese Textbook Format 

(中学作文新起点, 2006) 
English Textbook Format 
(Spencer, 2006) 

Introduction 引论 ：start discussion General background  
Point 1 中心论点: Main Argument Argument 

Topic Sentence:   
Elaboration by examples, 
reasons, evidence or, quotes.  

Point 2 分论点一: Reason One  Topic Sentence: 
Elaboration 

Body  

Point 3 分论点二 : Reason Two Topic Sentence: 
Elaboration  

Counter-
Argument 

Point 1 - Rebuttal 

Conclusion 结论：Ending Argument Conclusion 
Table 5: Sample structures from interviews with participants, a Chinese textbook and 
an English textbook   
 

A shortened form of Chinese argumentative writing that several participants 

used was the ‘报章报道 (the papers reported that:) which followed the structure 

below. This structure was similar to that in Table 5, column 1 only it was summarized 

and did not have a conclusion.   

 

1. A brief explanation of the problem 

2. Comment on the situation (for or against) 

 

The students’ outlines were also similar to the format found in textbooks 

published in Singapore teaching both English and Chinese argumentative writing (see 
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Table 5). Following Kirkpatrick (2002), three textbooks teaching English and two 

teaching Chinese argumentative writing published in Singapore were examined to 

determine the essay structures taught in the two languages. The textbooks were by 

Singaporean writers, to recognize the style of outer circle Englishes in the study and 

thus, make the contrastive rhetoric field more inclusive of non-Anglo cultures writing 

in English (Atkinson, 1999; Kachru, 1999). It was found that in the textbooks for 

English argumentative writing (GP Bull: Raffles Junior College, 2005; Spencer, 2006; 

Tan, 2001), there was a standard structure for essay writing, with example essays 

provided as models. (See Appendix 7 for extended version) In the books on writing 

essays in Chinese, published in Singapore (好作文, n.d.; 中学作文新起点，2006, 报

章读后感作文, 2008) the format was similar. The structures taught in two books are 

shown in Table 5.   

The similar format found in the Singaporean essay textbooks mirrored 

Kirkpatrick’s findings (2002) that the structure taught in Chinese textbooks closely 

resembled the structure taught in English textbooks on argumentative writing. This 

finding also supports Shi’s (2002) finding that English structure influences modern 

Chinese writing. 

In terms of structure, the Chinese and English essays were also similar in that 

they did not contain any instances of ba-gu-wen, a Chinese poetic form (Cahill, 2003). 

This may have been because the students had not been taught ancient Chinese literary 

forms of writing. This finding supports Mohan and Lo’s (1985) study that the ba-gu-

wen form has little influence in Hong Kong, on students’ Chinese writing, Hong Kong 

being a place that uses Chinese but is outside China. No reference was made to 

stylistic forms of ba-gu-wen or qi-cheng-zhuan-he as Chinese devices in traditional 

contrastive rhetoric in the three Chinese textbooks analyzed. This supported 

Kirkpatrick’s (2002) study.  

An alternative explanation for the similar overall structure could also be that 

students reported in the questionnaire they planned essays, presumably with dot points 

for each paragraph, before writing essays in both languages. Nine students wrote with 

overall organization in mind in English and five in Chinese. Four students planned 

their essay in both languages before writing. This supports Mohan and Lo’s (1985) 

study that showed writing strategy affects the structure of essays.  
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5.1.2. Chinese Stylistic Devices  
A number of Chinese stylistic devices were found to transfer from Chinese 

writing to English writing, supporting Kubota’s (1998) finding that Japanese stylistic 

devices transferred to English writing and Becker’s (1995) finding that Chinese 

stylistic devices transferred to his student’s English writing. 
 

5.1.2.1 Reference to Authority  

Reference to Authority involves direct reference or indirectly quoting what 

was said (Gregg, 1986). The initial category “Reference to Authority” in Dunkelblau 

(1990) contained references to China’s communist government or to famous scholars 

(Ye, 1982; cited in Dunkelblau, 1990). In a Singaporean context, this would be 

reference to learned knowledge in school and government policy. The basis of this 

device is that the actions of the government are seen to be true and right, as Cao (1980; 

cited in Dunkelblau, 1990) suggested, and therefore make an argument more 

persuasive. For Singaporean students, drawing on examples from the government may 

be seen to establish the strength of an argument by applying the reliability of this 

authority to the argument (Faas, 1987; cited in Dunkelblau, 1990).  

In the data, there were a similar percentage of references to authority in the 

English and Chinese essays (English 7.67% and Chinese 9.7%). In the English essay 

data, an example of this stylistic device is provided by Keat. In the example below, he 

refers sympathetically to the government’s current contributions to education, and 

says “we have to understand that” “the government is already spending millions 

presently”. Moreover, he is obedient to the authority, setting the priority in the essay 

in line with the set of goals the government has, that “it would cost them a great 

amount from the country’s budget”.  
 

The reason why I think education should not be free is because if the 
government were to pay for all the educational expenses of all students, it 
would cost them a great amount from the country’s budget. Considering 
that the government is already spending millions presently just by 
subsidizing education partially. We have to understand that the government 
would need funds to upgrade facilities, build more facilities to cater to a 
bigger population, as well as pay its teachers well so as to attract and keep 
talented people. (Ke-Eng) 

 
Another way the English essays tended to show agreement was by using 

indirect quotes of the government’s policies to back up the subsequent arguments, 
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such as the example below. To illustrate this, the phrase “knowledge based economy” 

was identified in an interview by a participant as a phrase she learned as it was 

regularly used by the Singapore government to lend weight to the way they were 

shaping the economy for the new needs of the 21st century, and one she would use in 

an argumentative essay.  
 
In a knowledge-based economy like Singapore, it is important that the 
younger generation is allowed basic education to ensure that they are 
secured a comfortable future and not waste their lives away due to the 
inability to afford an education. (Gi-Eng) 

 
In the Chinese essays, there were also positive references to authority. Zack, 

for example, is supportive of the Singaporean medical policy that “strikes a good 

balance” and includes different options. He agrees that the amount is “very much 

enough in normal circumstances.” He acknowledges that the government “partly 

pays” for “common medical services like dialysis.” And he depicts the people’s 

response as grateful, as they “gladly” own the CPF fund. In other essays by Alex and 

Sally, similar sentiments were presented; Alex writing that “政府…照顾人民” (the 

government…takes care of the citizens) and Sally arguing the government has made a 

good governing power in “在一个有九成人口都找到工作的国家来说” (in a country 

where nine out of ten people can find jobs.)  
 

我国现今的保健政策在这方面也取得了相当好的平衡。我国医院有不

同等级与价钱的区分；而每个工作人士都享有医疗保健的公基金户

口，户口的数额在正常情况下是十分充足的。一些较为昂贵和普遍的

医疗服务（例如洗肾）的部分费用也已被政府支付了。（Za-Chin） 
 

Translation:  
The medical policy adopted by our country today strikes a good balance. 
Our hospitals offers differentiated class and price of services; every 
working person owns (gladly) medical saving account in the CPF 
(superannuation) fund, the amount of money in the account is very much 
enough in normal circumstances. Some of the expensive but common 
medical services like dialysis, are partly paid for by the government already. 
(Za-Chin) 

 
The stylistic device reference to authority was previously found in Cai’s (1999) 

study of a Chinese student, Fang, writing in English.   

 

5.1.2.2 Ornate, Flowery language  
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Ornate, flowery language is another category identified by Dunkelblau (1990) 

in Chinese argumentative writing. It is used in Chinese writing to draw attention to 

and emphasize a point, by repeating it in an elaborate way (Nakamura, 1981; cited in 

Dunkelblau, 1990). In my data, it was found in both English and Chinese essays in 

similar proportions (English 10.1 % and Chinese 11.7%).  

In the English data, an example from Yo-Yo’s essay illustrates clearly the use 

of ornate flowery language. He describes guaranteeing free education with two 

metaphors, to “take the wind out” and “strive.” He is certain about free education, 

framing it as “imperative.” He depicts providing free education as “erod[ing] the 

healthy competition”. The students are depicted by using more metaphorical language 

“seep into the moral fabric” that is “deeply rooted in the people’s mindset.”  

 

To guarantee free education to all takes the wind out of people who strive 
to do well academically. It is imperative to provide incentives for people to 
do well, in the form of scholarships and bursaries. To provide free 
education for all will certain erode the healthy competition in learning, 
which will subsequently seep into the moral fabric of this nation, instilling 
an undesired sense of complacency deeply rooted in the people’s mindset. 
(Yo-Eng) 
 
In the Chinese essays, adjectives were used to depict relationships between 

objects in overemphasized terms. In these cases, the relationship between objects is 

not literal but exaggerated; an emotion is blown up in physical terms, for example 

from Sally’s Chinese essay, of people “running” to show their anxiousness. Annie’s 

Chinese essay provides another example of this overly descriptive nature when she 

depicts people as “sit[ting] and wait[ing] to die.” The relationship between something, 

and the resulting action are obviously overstated.  

 
…不应该只有富有的人才能力医病而付不起医药费的人却坐以待毙。

（ An-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
… should not be that people who cannot pay for medical bills just sit and 
wait to die. (An-Chin) 
 
再来，如果医疗服务是免费的，一定有人会滥用这服务，有事没事都

往医疗人员的方向跑。（ Sa-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
Next, if medical services were free, definitely there would be people who 
wrongly use it, got problem no problem they would head for the direction 
of the medical facility – running. (Sa-Chin) 
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In another example, the adjectives are used to emphasize the urgency of the 

situation.  Sally used 必要 (bi4yao4) to describe the necessary change of the current 

medical system, a term translated as “urgently called for” or something like 

“absolutely necessary”. This could be seen as an overstatement when thought of 

outside Chinese terms.   

 

在一个有九成人口都找到工作的国家来说，根本没有把医疗服务改成

免费的必要。（ Sa-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
In mention of one country that has nine mouths out of ten that have found 
employment, definitely no change to medical services provided free is 
urgently called for. (Sa- Chin) 

 
Another example of this phenomenon in the Chinese essays is when the terms 

used to describe something are deliberately used in an unusual way that is purposely 

out of place or exaggerated, to draw attention to something and make it seem better or 

worse than it actually is. Particularly, a feeling can be ascribed to an inanimate object. 

For example, 完美 (wan2 mei3) is a feeling of wholeness, completeness, which is 

used to describe the medical system in the first extract. It is over described compared 

to the reach of a non-alive system. In the second example, inanimate objects 

(inventions) are described as moving “speedily” making them seem animated. These 

inventions are described repeatedly as “definitely” “undeniable” and “extremely 

exorbitant,” which might not seem necessary. The predicaments for the patients are 

overstated, with “no means to pay their price”, and the patients are depicted in 

imaginative terms to “bravely suffer the disease.” 

 
 
虽然表面上，免费的医疗服务听起来好像非常完美，但是这样的制度

会使国家的经济后患无穷。（ Xin-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
Although on the surface, free medical treatment sounds very perfect, but 
this kind of design will make the country’s economy suffer from future 
diseases and poverty. (Xin-Chin) 
 
 
随从科技迅速发达，医疗服务来对待各式各样的病征也征加了不少。

无可否认， 这些服务依然非常昂贵，使许多人无法负担医疗价格，设

选择而非承受病痛不可。（ Ro-Chin ） 
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Translation:  
Following on from science inventions speedily increasing, for medical 
services for types and types of illnesses have also increased by not little. It 
is undeniable, these services definitely are extremely exorbitant, leaving a 
lot of people no means to pay their price, causing a choice to bravely suffer 
the disease and not pay.  (Ro-Chin) 

 
 

5.1.2.3 Interrogative sentences  

Dunkelblau (1990) finds interrogative sentences are used in Chinese rhetorical 

writing to hone an argument, make an argument dramatic or to attract interest to the 

argument (Cao, 1980, cited in Dunkelblau, 1990).  In my data, interrogative sentences 

were found 7 times across English essays and 10 times across Chinese essays (see 

Table 3). Dunkelblau (1990) identifies two interrogatives as 1) rhetorical questions, 

adding force to an argument and not directly answered 2) lead questions, where no 

answer is given but as a lead into the following argument. Both types are found in 

both languages.  

A string of rhetorical questions is used in Rosie’s Chinese essay to carry the 

argument forward, giving the possibilities of “low incomes”, people who have “no 

relatives” or “aged people” to add momentum and raise possibilities and that it is 

really very difficult to decide on this kind of thing.  

 
第二个原因是，对于那些人应该免费呢？收入低的人？没有亲戚依靠

的？年老的人？（ Ro-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
The second reason is, which people should it be free for? People with low 
incomes? Who have no relatives to rely on? Aged people? (Ro-Chin) 
 
In the English essays, an instance of a rhetorical question was in Annie’s essay, 

that it would be more “educational to mankind to educate them on real life” as a 

method of causing the reader to agree as the question begins with “would it not”. It 

was found here as a device asking a question to put forth an answer. 

 
Would it not be more educational to mankind to educate them on real life 
rather than let them live in their ‘free education’ cocoon and fail in real life 
subsequently? (An-Eng) 

 
The second type of interrogative sentence, a lead question occurs in Chinese in 

Rosie’s Chinese essay. Who will bear this great medical expense?” subsequently 

provides an introduction to the argument about America as an example to answer the 
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question. It forms a thesis statement, and the paragraph develops the lack of 

profitability to follow in America’s path.     

 

但是，如果所有的医疗服务免费的话，谁会承当这浩大的医疗费用

呢？用美国来做个例子：。。。（ Ro-Chin ） 
 
But, if all medical services are provided free, who will (strong) bear this 
(strong) great medical expense? Using American as an example… (Ro-
Chin) 

 
An instance of lead questions in English was in Zack’s English essay where 

the question “should such a service… be fully covered by the state in terms of costs?” 

leads into the body of the essay subsequently stating the main points to answer the 

question. It is recognized that both Chinese and English writing styles also frequently 

use interrogative sentences as a rhetorical device. However the similarity of this use 

across both languages’ essays is worth mentioning. 

 

Should such a service, which admittedly can be deemed a public good, be 
fully covered by the state in terms of costs? I do not think so for the reasons 
below. First… (Za-Eng)  
 

5.1.2.4 Hortatory Tone 

Hortatory tone is another Chinese stylistic device identified by Dunkelblau 

(1990). Hortatory tone is exhibited in 1) an emphasis on morals in terms of attitude, 

behavior and action, reminding a reader of the ‘correct’ response 2) a positive outlook, 

and persevering attitude that sees a good outcome despite the situation (Dunkelblau, 

1990). Further, hortatory tone tends to come at the conclusion of arguments 

(Dunkelblau, 1990). Both ways of using hortatory tone occur in both the English and 

Chinese essays. From Table 3, hortatory tone forms 10.0% of English essay 

arguments and 11.7% of Chinese essay data.   

 

The first use of hortatory tone is found in the English essays, an example of 

which is found in Pansy’s English essay. An emphasis on morals and action occurs at 

the end, where she urges that education is not materialistic “not merely a means to a 

rich economic end” but puts forth the moral significance it “shapes and nurtures a 

young person’s life.” She reminds the reader of the correct response she thinks that 

this “should be a government’s duty and responsibility.”  
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In conclusion, education is not merely a means to a rich economic end, but 
it shapes and nurtures a young person’s life, as well as the fabric of the 
larger society. It thus should be a government’s duty and responsibility to 
provide free education, particularly at the primary to pre-university levels, 
as its utmost interest should be to bring betterment to the lives of its people 
and education is by far one of the most important resources to any person. 
(Pa-Eng) 

 
The first type of hortatory tone, an emphasis on morals is found in the Chinese 

data in Yo-Yo’s essay. He encourages people to take responsibility for their own 

personal health; “one’s own health is one’s responsibility”, rather than blame others, 

not “that person’s or the government’s.” He reminds people to be grateful to the 

government for the subsidies they have given, and that these subsidies “should not” be 

taken as something “you should definitely have.” He thinks of the country in terms of 

exhortation, that will become more advanced and will “grow and prosper.” He 

directly addresses the reader by “you” which is the translated equivalent of “one” 

used in Chinese.  
 
人民不应该把医疗服务当或是你所当然的，因为自己的健康是自己的

责任，不是他人或政府的。自己生病要自己出钱看病，人民才会重视

健康，国家才会进步繁荣。(Yo-Chin) 
 
Translation: 
People should not take medical services as something you should definitely 
have, because one’s own health is one’s responsibility, not that person’s or 
the government’s. One’s own sickness needs one to fork out money to be 
treated, so that people will be serious regarding health, the country 
(Singapore) will grow and prosper. (Yo-Chin) 
 
Another example of emphasis on morals is found in Xin’s argument. She feels 

that people may abuse the system if it is too generous, seeing a doctor “no matter if 

one’s body is sick or not,” and urges the reader not to put this system in place. She 

implicitly reminds the reader of the ‘right’ attitude to take, not having the opportunity 

to do this by not providing free education.   
 

人民也很有可能滥用免费的医疗服务。不管身体有没有事，他们会觉

得反正医疗服务是免费的，而且可以多拿几天的病假，不必上学或上

班，所以就会滥用医疗服务。 (Xin-Chin) 
  
Translation: 
People might also be able to use badly the freely provided medical service. 
No matter if one’s body is sick or not, they will feel if medical services is 
free, and moreover it is possible to get a few days sick leave, with no need 
to attend school or work, therefore will use badly the medical services. 
(Xin-Chin) 
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The second type of hortatory tone, positive outlook is found both in the 

Chinese and English data. In Pansy’s Chinese essay, she looks at health provision 

positively, praising medical treatment as useful, a “very important pillar of society” 

and a “very big contribution”. Her argument is for the innate value of health, rather 

than financial issues - that a healthy body is very precious, “more precious than 

wealth.”  
 

医疗是在生活中的一个非常重要的服务。一个健康的身体可说是比财

富更宝贵，更重要。医疗服务在帮人保持健康身体的这个方面，是对

人生给了很大的贡献。 
 
Translation:  
Medical treatment is in life’s midst one very important pillar of society. 
One’s healthy body can be more precious than wealth, and more important. 
Medical treatment is helping people protect a healthy body in this area, and 
regarding human progress is a very big contribution.  
 

Similarly, a positive outlook and persevering attitude is found in Giselle’s English 

writing. It comes near the end, and has a positive outlook “even though it is difficult 

to balance the fact that”, it ends with an inspirational phrase that ensures all problems 

can be overcome “through the sharing of knowledge”. She describes the abstract term 

“knowledge” as “sacred,” elevates it, and reminds people not to “take knowledge for 

granted.” The end result of the exhortation is general and directed at people all over 

the world, which has not been reached but to persevere toward it, to “make this world 

a better place.” 
 
Even though it is difficult to balance the fact that knowledge is sacred and 
people should never take knowledge for granted, it is more important that 
everyone is allowed education to expand their full potential. Through the 
sharing of knowledge, people will then be able to further expand their 
ability to make this world a better place, through inventions and creativity. 
(Gi-Eng) 

 
5.1.2.5 Conclusions on Chinese stylistic devices 

To sum up, Chinese stylistic devices appeared in the Singaporean students’ 

English and Chinese writing. Transfer of stylistic devices was found, supporting 

Kaplan’s (1966) initial claim of culturally-specific thought patterns and Becker’s 

(1995) finding of essay content and reasoning in Chinese participant’s English essays 

to be influenced by Chinese structures. In this study, this finding may relate to the 

way languages are used in Singapore’s multi-cultural and multi-lingual context. 
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Singaporean Chinese, for example, commonly use English and Chinese; Singaporean 

Malays commonly use English and Malay, and so on. The two languages are so often 

interchanged that the use of Chinese is seen to have a significant impact on the use of 

English. This situation is similar to that which Kachru (1999) found, where Indian 

terms (norms) are having an impact on the creation of the communicative norms of 

Outer Circle Indian English. It also supports the notion of hybridity amongst 

contemporary languages and cultures proposed by Bloch and Chi (1985) and You 

(2005). This hybridity was confirmed by interviews with participants who felt that 

Singaporeans generally spoke two languages together. Alex said Singaporeans 

“usually use a mixture of both [English and Chinese.]” Goddy felt that “I feel more 

Singaporean…if someone uses a mixture of English and Chinese.” “It has to do with 

being Singaporean, as we have been exposed to being bilingual since young.” This 

close inter-linking of languages in conversation could explain why some Chinese 

stylistic devices were so commonly found in the English essays as well as in the 

Chinese.  

 

5.1.3 Mention of Equality 
Both the English essays and the Chinese essays frequently included arguments 

based on equality (English 14.3 % and Chinese 21.5 %), such as access to equal 

opportunities and having equal treatment. Three examples of arguments of this type 

from English essays are provided below. The examples tended to include all people in 

the solutions, such as in Keat’s English essay that “everyone should be provided with 

the chance for education”. He saw equality as important, as “the only way a nation 

can improve and prosper” and also as a social effect to “keep people out of poverty.” 

In Giselle’s English essay, she covered access to equal opportunity in the future that 

“imbalanced opportunities” should not “hinder their potential and future success”.  
 

 Firstly, I feel that education should be a right, meaning that everyone 
should be provided with the chance for education, regardless of wealth or 
status. It is the only way a nation can improve and prosper, and keep people 
out of poverty. (Ke-Eng) 

 
In addition, by placing a certain monetary value on education will be 
neglecting the less well-off. This then promotes elitism as the rich will be 
able to afford to educate their children up to a higher level compared to a 
poorer family who may not be able to afford a tertiary education for their 
child even if the child is capable of further studies. This then goes in a 
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circle as the poor is stuck with their financial woes and are unable to 
finance their children with good education, while the rich will excel as their 
children are provided the best education that they can afford. The 
imbalanced opportunities made available to students will hinder their 
potential and future success. (Gi-Eng) 

 
Lastly, people usually argue that it is nor fair to empower the rich and 
impoverish the poor further by making people pay by education. This way, 
those who can afford to pay for education will be more educated and have a 
higher chance to succeed in life whereas those who cannot afford to pay 
will be disadvantaged. Perhaps education can be free at a primary level but 
by no means should it be provided free all the way to tertiary. (An-Eng) 

 
The Chinese essays had the same trend. Annie argues that people should be 

treated equally because they are people. She says “everyone has (should have) the 

power in times of sickness to get medical treatment”. She argues strongly that “those 

people that have wealth” and those that have not should have an opportunity to get 

medical treatment, whether they can afford it or not. Likewise, in Goddy’s Chinese 

essay, he argues for an equal lifestyle to be available to poor and rich alike, despite 

their spending power. He hopes the poorer and richer households will be treated alike, 

that the “poorer households will have an ideal experience of medical service.” He 

gives the suggestion of discounts to have a feasible outcome to this intangible.  
 

支持者会觉得不论贫穷贵贱，大家都有权力在病时得到医疗服务，大

家都应该有权力维持自己的健康，不应该只有富有的人才能力医病而

付不起医药费的人却坐以待毙。（ An-Chin ） 
 
The opponents might feel that regardless or being really poor or wealthy 
with possessions, everyone has the power to in times of sickness to get 
medical treatment, everyone should have power to maintain one’s own 
healthy body, it should not be that only those people that have wealth are 
then able to see the doctor while those who cannot afford the medical fees 
are left there to sit and die. (An-Chin) 

 
 
当然，较贫困的家庭付不起昂贵的医疗费，一个见意就是让较穷的人

有津贴。政府也就能以家庭的收入拿标准，而给适合的津贴。这就不

会照成国家的经济受到太大的压力，贫穷的家庭也会拿到理想的医疗

服务。（ Go-Chin ） 
 
Of course, those poorer households who cannot afford exorbitant medical 
fees, one suggestion is to let those poorer people have discounts. The 
government can use household income to set a standard, and decide those 
suitable for a discount. This then, will not result in too big a pressure 
(demand) on the economy, poorer households will have an ideal experience 
of medical service. (Go-Chin) 
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Whilst it is recognized that the essay topics might encourage the mention of 

equality, it is also felt that the emphasis on equal opportunity, regardless of the cost 

could be due to Singapore’s political make-up as a meritocratic society, where 

performance is rewarded, and where everyone is given a chance to try regardless of 

background or class.  Equality is a major component of the government’s rhetoric, for 

example it can be identified as a theme from the societal building and nation-building 

programs initiated by the Singaporean government. The pledge to the Republic of 

Singapore states that “We pledge ourselves as one united nation, regardless of race, 

language or religion, to build a democratic society, based on justice and equality, so 

as to achieve happiness, prosperity and progress for our nation” (Ministry of 

Information, Communications & the Arts, 2004). 

Keat’s English essay above is almost a complete paraphrase of the pledge: it 

aims to keep “everyone” educated, “regardless of wealth or status.” In Keat’s essay, 

his argument is anti-exclusionary. It aims to reinstate equality regardless of a person’s 

wealth status, rich or poor. Further, it sees it as a strong solution “the only way a 

nation can improve.” This is an instance that shows social factors can affect content in 

arguments.  

 

Firstly, I feel that education should be a right, meaning that everyone 
should be provided with the chance for education, regardless of wealth or 
status. It is the only way a nation can improve and prosper, and keep people 
out of poverty. (Ke-Eng) 
 
 

5.2 Differences 
The differences in the English and Chinese essays were firstly in the use of set 

phrases and vocative exhortation as found in Dunkelbau’s (1990) data and the qi-

cheng-zhuan-he pattern in English essays. More significantly, differences were found 

in a range of other features including content of arguments and vocabulary choice, 

which clustered around the dimensions of personal-informal-emotional for the 

Chinese essays and impersonal-formal-rational in the English essays. Thus the 

following paradigms are suggested to characterize the essay data. These paradigms 

were reflected in the themes that emerged from the questionnaire and interview data 

as well. 
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 Chinese English 
1. Personal Impersonal 
2. Informal Formal 
3.  Emotional Rational 
Table 6: Cluster of trends found in the Chinese and English essays  
 

This section begins with set phrases, the qi-cheng-zhuan-he pattern and 

vocative exhortation, followed by the personal-impersonal; informal-formal; and 

emotional-rational dimensions. It will conclude with evidence from the questionnaires 

and interviews that explains the trends in the essay data. 

 
5.2.1 Set Phrases 

Set phrases are a stylistic device unique to Chinese, although the equivalent in 

English would be a proverb, having similar characteristics of being literary. They are 

compact phrases of Chinese characters that function together as a whole to express a 

concise meaning. They carry moral teachings or use imagery to illustrate a point 

(Dunkelblau, 1990), and often communicate a large scene or sentiment in a short span 

of words. They have literary value as the phrases originated from times in ancient 

China and are linked to oral language as well as literary writings (Situ, 1984; cited in 

Dunkelblau, 1990). From Table 3, twenty-five set phrases were identified in the 

Chinese essays, which average out to two per essay.  

Several examples are found in the essay of Keat. In the first example, the 

literal translation is “everyone in every corner knows”, to illustrate that his argument 

is common.  
 

众 所 周 知 

zhong4 suo3 zou1 zhi1 

audience all corners know (Ke-Chin) 
 

The second set phrase, used by Keat, describes the passing of time.  

久 而 久 之 

jiu3 er2 jiu3 zi1 

long and long outcome (Ke-Chin) 

 

The literal translation is “as more and more time passes.” 
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Set Phrases made of four words create balance in hearing when said out loud.  

The descriptive power of set phrases is that they are suggestive of a larger meaning 

outside the actual context by using a scene from an original fable or literature to 

accent the actual moment being described. They can be descriptive phrases, 

metaphorical idioms, allegorical expressions or clichés. This gives the writing flavor 

by incorporating past legends into current affairs. 

One example of a cliché is found in Yo-yo’s Chinese writing, a well-wish that 

the country will continue to prosper and grow - something like “good luck!” in 

English. 

  

繁  荣  成  长 
 fan2  rong1  cheng2  zhang3 
 prosper    continue grow   (Yo-Chin) 
 

 

The effect of a sentence is carried further poetically when a set phrase is used, 

such as in Goddy’s Chinese essay. Here the set phrase is longer, eight words.   
 
再这种情况下，医疗服务只会渐渐的下降， 对于我国人民只有百害而

无一利。（ Go-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
Under these circumstances, medical services will only slowly go down in 
quality, this for our countrymen will only have a hundred harms and not a 
single fortune.  (Go-Chin) 

 
The description is dramatic, carrying the predicament of the countrymen to 

have “a hundred harms” without “a single fortune”, which is pretty drastic. Two set 

phrases are used in Alex’s Chinese essay. First he uses a set phrase to describe raising 

a family who are well provided for with the metaphorical expression of “raising a 

family with full mouths”. In the second set phrase, he expresses an attribute of a 

sudden attack of illness as a disease that is “quickly entering and curiously arriving”.  

 
 

养 家 糊 口 
yang  jia hu kou 
raise family full mouth 
 
突  入  奇  来 

  tu1  ru4  qi2  lai2 
suddenly  entering curiously  arriving 
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增  增  日  上 
 zeng1  zeng1  ri3  shang4  
 increase  increase day  rise (Al-Chin) 
 
An example of a cliché is from Alex’s Chinese essay, where “increasing as the 

days go on”  increase (增 zeng1) is repeated twice for metaphorical effect, that living 

expenses are on the rise as stated in the phrase following. 上 (shang4) also indicates 

rise, a double metaphor expression of rising. 

Some were less descriptive, and they could be used as compact, standard ways 

to sum up arguments. In Annie’s essay, she uses the set phrase below something like 

“in conclusion, with the reasons you can see.” Another set phrase that has a similar 

function is used in Sally’s Chinese essay conclusion. It is concluding the essay 

translated something like “at the end of all the words said.” 
 

由 此 可 见  
 you2 ci3 ke3 jian4 
 with  reasons can see (An-Chin) 
 

总 而 言 之 
  zong3 er2 yan2 zi1 

 end  and  words said 
 (Metaphorical use) (Sa-Chin) 

 
The closest equivalent of set phrases in English would be a proverb or a saying 

that has been formalized into the lexicon. Proverbs and sayings did not feature in the 

data, an example that English essays appeared to favor a less metaphorical and more 

straightforward approach (Kaplan, 1966; Kubota, 1992). This could be because 

students found proverbs to carry less weight in English argumentative writing, as they 

were not taught this as a device. It may also have been because they read more factual 

English materials like newspapers that do not generally use proverbs. 

 

5.2.2 Qi-cheng-zhuan-he pattern 
The qi-cheng-zhuan-he is a distinctive four-part structure, commonly glossed 

as “introduction,” “development”, “turn” which was digressive and “conclusion” 

(Cahill, 2003, p. 171). There were no instances of the qi-cheng-zhuan-he pattern 

found in the Chinese essays. Participants reported they were not exposed to Chinese 

poetic forms nor expected to write in them, although they did learn about Chinese 
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history. However, there were five instances of qi-cheng-zhuan-he in the English 

essays. These ranged from quite convincing examples of this pattern to examples that 

could be viewed as the four-part pattern, if forced. A convincing example of qi-cheng-

zhuan-he is included in Appendix 8. Two of the examples were missing the cheng, the 

“turn”, or an “abrupt shift in direction” (Cahill, 2003, p. 171). As the qi-cheng-zhuan-

he pattern appeared relatively infrequently in the data, at an average of 0.2 over 26 

essays, after some preliminary examinations, they were not analyzed in detail.  

The presence of this rhetorical pattern in the English writing is, however, 

interesting. The ‘turn’ could be written as a writer was inexperienced at the form of 

argumentative writing, rather than the qi-cheng-zhuan-he format being used. There 

was no evidence of the pattern in the Singaporean Chinese writing textbooks, or in the 

English writing textbooks. Thus it was probably due to a culturally specific style 

being communicated implicitly and transferred, rather than being taught. Alternatively, 

the qi-cheng-zhuan-he pattern may have appeared in the English essays as the 

participants tended to be more proficient in English. Hirose & Sasaki (1994) have 

found student’s proficiency levels to have a noticeable effect on student’s use of 

rhetorical patterns. The finding in my data that the Chinese essays included neither 

ba-gu-wen nor qi-cheng-zhuan-he structures is similar to Cai’s (1999) finding in his 

data of essays of a Chinese students’ writing in English.   
 

5.2.3 Vocative exhortation 
A vocative exhortation is when the writer directly addresses the persons or 

objects being written about, in such a way that is inspirational that an outcome will be 

positive and problems will be overcome (Dunkelblau, 1990). Vocative exhortations 

were one of the stylistic features that Dunkelbau identified as characterizing Chinese 

writing. In this study, vocative exhortations were found more frequently in English 

essays (4.3%), and featured only once in the Chinese essays (0.5%). An example of 

vocative exhortation was found in Sally’s English essay. Sally uses “I” directly 

addressing the reader, turning to her own “belief” rather than the economic arguments 

in the text so far. Her ending exudes an inspirational tone to the reader that the hope 

of problems of funding can be overcome, and leaves the reader with hope that a good 

student “will find means to” get himself an education, very practically.  
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While I believe that the costs of education should not hinder people from 
getting an education to gradually move up the ranks, I believe that things that 
cost are valued more highly. A truly determined scholar will find means to 
get himself an education, whether it is through loans, part time jobs, or a 
scholarship. (Sa-Eng) 

 
 
5.2.4 Emic Categories 
5.2.4.1 Personal-Impersonal 

The Chinese and English essays tended to use arguments and vocabulary from 

different spheres; the Chinese more personal, the English more impersonal. The 

Chinese essays 1) focused on people’s welfare and the good of the community, 2) 

used a micro perspective or more intimate setting, and 3) ideas were often presented 

as advice or opinion.  In contrast, the English essays 1) prioritized the system ahead of 

the people, and presented the viewpoint of the owner rather than the user of the 

system 2) used more economic terminology, and 3) used more theoretical arguments. 

The Chinese essays tended to contain economic arguments that focused on 

people’s welfare and individual well being. These essays talked about rebates, 

subsidies, and discounts for people on the receiving side of economic policies. 

Pansy’s Chinese essay includes the use of “discounts”, while Zack’s Chinese essay 

suggests the establishment of a “special medical fund” or “charity organization,” 

which are societal establishments to enable the provision of money.  
 

对于比较高级和复杂的医疗服务，穷的人应该有折扣，但不应该给免费

的。（ Pa-Chin ） 
Translation: 
Regarding those high level and complicated medical services, poor people 
should get discounts, but not have it free. (Pa-Chin) 

 
本人认为政府可设立个特殊的医疗基金或慈善机构，以让这些较贫困或

不幸的病人获得资助。（ Za-Chin ） 
Translation:  
I think that the government can establish a special medical fund or charity 
organization, to allow the poor and unfortunate to receive monetary help. 
(Za-Chin) 

 
The welfare of others was also a theme in Giselle’s essay in the example 

below. In her introduction, she noted that there will be an impact on less fortunate 

people in society “unavoidably there will be those less fortunate people”.  Her 

argument is based on the predicament of unfortunate people, rather than any 
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economic loss that may occur by providing for them. The way of referring to the 

country as “my country” makes the perspective more personal.  

 
在这个科技发达的时代里，国家变得越来越繁荣，但是即使国家有多繁

荣，难免都会有较不富裕的人民，生活也常出财经的问题。医疗费也常

出问题。（ Gi-Chin ） 
 
Translation:  
Here in this science invention big issue of time, (my) country changed to be 
more and more prosperous, but although (my) country has much prosperity, 
unavoidably there will be those less fortunate people, and their lives 
frequently exhibit money problems. Medical treatment fees also frequently 
cause them problems. (Gi-Chin) 
 
The arguments in the Chinese essays tended to consider the outcome of the 

policies or ideas on the community or greater society or 人民 (ren2 ming2), 大众 (da4 

zhong4.) An example of this is found in the concluding paragraph of Annie’s Chinese 

essay. In this example, she tries to balance the best outcome for all, while creating 

harmony that none is negatively affected – it goes for the greater good of the general 

society as “affecting all the communities’ lives” as well the poorer people to “provide 

a medical service free for poor people” are considered in the final argument. It is used 

in tandem with descriptive adjectives to enhance the amount of feeling the reader will 

have toward the passage, with “greatly affect”, “more than enough.” 
  

由此可见，如果让全部医疗服务都免费会大大影响国家在其他方面能付

出的资金，而这会影响全部人民的生活，全部医疗服务免费也有可能会

造成医疗服务没有进步。以我的意见，如果能把费医疗给予穷人那已就

足够了。(An-Chin) 
  

Translation: 
Looking at this, if all medical services are to be free this will greatly affect 
(descriptive) the country’s funds in other aspects, and this will affect all the 
communities’ lives, all medical services provided free might also create a 
medical services that never improves. Asking me for my opinion, if able to 
provide medical service free for poor people is more than enough 
(descriptive). (An-Chin) 
 

 
A second feature that is related to the personal quality of the Chinese essays is 

that they tended to use arguments from a more intimate setting, thus making it easier 

to identify with peoples’ situations and display a personal view. The example from 

Jane’s essay below illustrates this point. It is interesting as it talks about the small 

scale personal experience from queuing at the doctor’s as a basis for the decision. 
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Phrases like “normal people’s daily habits” and “small illness”, “big long queues” 

seem to come from phrases commonly used in conversation, rather than in writing.  

 
此外，以普通人的日常习惯，若医疗服务不需要钱的话，人民也许会为

了一点小毛病而看医生。这会照成医院有大排长龙。那么更需要医生的

注意了。更严重的话，这关系到威胁，这肯定不值得。（ Ja-Chin ） 
 
Translation:  
Moreover, for normal people’s daily habits, or if medical treatment isn’t 
needed, people might have because of a small illness go to the doctor. This 
will cause clinics to have big long queues. Thus even more need for doctor’s 
attention. If more serious, this occurrence may be dangerous, (i.e. people may 
die while waiting), this definitely is not worth it. (Ja-Chin)  

 
In addition, the economic arguments in the Chinese essays were more personal 

and focused on a specific or micro view of the experience of the person in the 

illustrations used. Pansy offers a caring view of poor people, “some of them might not 

go see a doctor even if they are sick”, because they cannot afford to. She further says 

that people “live in unsanitary conditions” and the outcome is they have more 

“opportunity to fall sick,” which is a close context that is phrased in a caring, advisory 

tone with the end conclusion “they even more need medical treatment.” 
 

有些也可能虽然生病也不会去看医生。还有，在这些贫穷人当中，好多

个是住在很不卫生的环境里，生病的记会更高，所以更需要医疗。(Pa-
Chin) 
 
Translation: 
Some of them might not go see a doctor even if they are sick. Moreover, in 
the situations of these poor people, many of them live in very unsanitary 
conditions, the opportunity to fall sick is even more, and thus they even more 
need medical treatment. (Pa-Chin) 
 
况且，当一个人得了癌症或者心脏病之类的病情，每个月的医药费能高

大几千块钱。对哦普通的人来说，这是一大比钱，每个月的薪水如果花

在医药费上，— 么养家过活呢？一个人如果因为不够钱治疗自己而

死，这可是个很悲惨的事。（ Ly-Chin ） 
 

Translation:  
Moreover, when one person contracts diabetes or heart attack, every month’s 
medical fees can be higher than several thousand dollars. To ordinary people, 
this is a huge amount of money, every month’s salary if spent on medical fees 
– how to take care of a families’ needs? One person if because not having 
enough money for treatment and therefore dies, this can be an evil, 
frightening occurrence. (Ly-Chin) 

 
Another example from Lynette’s Chinese essay has an effect on “one person”, 

and extends to the needs of a family forming the main goals of the writer, a different 
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view. Money is used for the good of a person than for benefit of efficiency. In 

comparison, the sum of money in the argument is relatively small “every month’s 

salary” and used for personal means instead of a flow of a major fund or investment in 

the economy.  

And thirdly, the arguments in Chinese essays tended to be expressed as the 

writer’s own opinion or as advice, not necessarily justified by facts or examples but 

speaking one’s preference.  An example of this occurred in the Chinese essay written 

by Annie.   
 
我本身认为… (An-Chin) 
 
Translation:  
I personally think that… (An-Chin) 

  
 

A further example of this occurs in Goddy’s Chinese essay. The advice seems 

personal, “freely provided medical services aren’t truly a free thing.” It is seen in 

personal terms of “money will come out of tax paying people’s pockets,” and seems 

like a child’s, colloquial view of things by use of descriptors. The government is the 

event of a cause which has an effect, making it seem personal. The action of “fished 

out” of people’s pockets attributes a colloquial expression to an informal act making it 

personal, which is not found in the English essays.  
 

除此以外，其实免费的医疗服务并非真的免。 因为为了提供免费的医

疗措施，钱会从纳税人的口袋中掏出。 (Go-Chin) 
 
Translation:  
Apart from these, actually freely provided medical services aren’t truly a free 
thing. This is because; because of providing free medical treatment, money 
will come out of tax paying people’s pockets, be fished out. (Go-Chin) 
  
第二，二 00 三年的 SARS OUTBREAK 很分明的表示我们的世界进入了

新一代代的医疗危险时代。每个国家都必须做好准备，这也包括新加

坡。如果医疗服务很贵，比较穷的人民就不会那么轻易去看医生。结果

是，如果他们开始感冒还是发高烧，他们认为是小小的问题，很可能是

个比较严重的情况，他们无意会 INFECT 家人和公共场所的人民。这是

一个很危险的情况。（Ly-Chin） 
 
Translation: 
Second, the S.A.R.S Outbreak in 2003 very clearly showed our world entered 
a new time of danger in illnesses. Every country needed to make preparations 
for this, including Singapore. If medical services were very expensive, poorer 
people would not see a doctor for a slight illness. The result is, if they start to 
have a flu or high fever, they may think it’s a small matter, and might be a 
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more serious situation, they might unknowingly infect their family and 
people in public areas. This is a very dangerous situation. (Ly-Chin) 
 
A personal example is from Lynette’s Chinese essay, having personally 

experienced the situation of the S.A.R.S crisis in Singapore, where “our world entered 

a new time of danger in illnesses.” She argues that with personal sentiment that some 

people “would not see a doctor for a slight illness” if it was too expensive. Moreover, 

the evidence cited is personal that people “may think it’s a small matter” but “might 

be a more serious situation” if they “start to have a flu or high fever” and 

“unknowingly infect” others.  

When the Chinese essays talked about the role of government, it was in more 

personal terms than in the English essays. For example, some participants referred to 

the roles of the government and the citizen in terms of a parent-child relationship, 

which seems to be unique to Singaporean society. The example here is from Alex’s 

Chinese essay. He invokes a parent-child relationship that the government should 

“take care of the citizens.”  The government’s role of “taking care” of the citizens, 

letting them “[not] be worried about having money to pay medical expenses” makes it 

seem more personal, puts the government in the caregiver’s role, and a little human-

like. The citizens are taken care of, and can “whole heartedly work hard” undisturbed 

as they can seem like children.  
 
处此之外，人民竟然付了税，政府应该用这笔钱来照顾人民。这一人民

就可以专心工作，不必担心没钱付医药费. (Al-Chin) 
 
Translation:  
Other than this, people after all having paid the tax, the government should 
use this amount of money to take care of the citizens. This group of citizens 
can then whole heartedly work hard at their jobs, and no need to be worried 
about not having money to pay medical expenses. (Al-Chin) 
 

 
 

In contrast to the Chinese essays, the English essays tended to consist of more 

impersonal arguments. The view in Yo-yo’s English essay is of the system as an 

economic scheme being implemented, with students seen as another bit in the system 

to benefit from it. The thrust of the argument is on standards being competitive rather 

than serving the people through economics. In Alex’s English essay, there is very 

competitive economic vocabulary used; for example, “kills off all competitions” 

“eliminates” and worries that students “may become complacent”. A personal need or 
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view appears to be absent here. It seems to be taking a clinical approach to the 

resolution, where lack of competition is a “phenomenon” and as a result the “skill 

level of the workforce” “in the long run” is affected.   

 
Secondly, the standards of the students will be lowered inadvertedly as 
students no longer feel the need to compete with one another for prestigious 
scholarships. (Yo-Eng)  
  
Next, allowing students to compete with one another for scholarships will 
definitely improve the standards of education. Providing free education 
eliminates the need for scholarships hence kills off all competitions. Students 
may become complacent and take education itself for granted. Such a 
phenomenon will affect the skill level of the workforce and may affect the 
economy of the country in the long run. (Al-Eng) 

 
The character of the writer was not present in the English essays. There is no 

narrator or opinion present in Giselle’s English essay conclusion other than generic 

term “people”, but a general overview or wish the world would be “a better place” by 

“sharing of knowledge.”  

 

Through the sharing of knowledge, people will then be able to further expand 
their ability to make this world a better place, through inventions and 
creativity. (Gi-Eng) 
 
When using economic arguments, the English essays seemed to present the 

viewpoint of the owner, the implementer of the system rather than that of the user. In 

the English essays the self’s priorities or goals are subsumed under the government’s 

goals, so that the self’s goal is not present. Keat uses his priority to push for the 

government’s stance in “We have to understand that” and the government’s goals are 

embedded in his argument for “facilities to cater to a bigger population”, “pay its 

teachers well” and “attract and keep talented people.” 

 
It would cost them a great amount from the country’s budget. Considering 
that the government is already spending millions presently just by subsidizing 
education partially. We have to understand that the government would need 
funds to upgrade facilities, build more facilities to cater to a bigger 
population, as well as pay its teachers well so as to attract and keep talented 
people. (Ke-Eng) 

 
The sphere of the employers defined in this thesis by the attributes of those 

who have knowledge, education and power also featured in the arguments in the 

English essays. In Lynette’s English essay, her argument is on the strength of the 
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“poverty cycle” and the “social ladder.” The phrase “noble ideal – of equality” is a 

way of speaking about the system from an owner’s perspective rather than a user.   
 

The attractions and advantages of a social system that provides free education 
for its people are, in theory, undeniable. Free education promises the poorer 
classes of society the opportunity to break out of their poverty cycles and 
move up the social ladder; moreover, it stands for that noble ideal – equality. 
(Ly-Eng) 

 
Another example is found in Lynette’s English essay, where she writes from 

the point of view of the employed that their goal is to ensure profit. In another 

paragraph, Lynette mentions the thinking of an employee in the government sector, 

the other stuff needed for a “well-functioning society”, such as “welfare, healthcare, 

taxes, infrastructure development, and the economy.”  

 

The public sector, unable to provide the heftier pay packets that the 
competitiveness of the private sector ensures, will fail to attract the top talents 
in education. The government… would have to match or come close to what 
teachers and professors are currently paid. Funds would have to be 
withdrawn from other areas… (Ly-Eng) 
 
…to the extent that the government can afford it, i.e. without substantially 
compromising on other critical backbones of a well-functioning society: 
welfare, healthcare, taxes, infrastructure development, and the economy. (Ly-
Eng) 
 
 
The English essays contained vocabulary like taxes, objectives, profitability 

and competitiveness. In Yo-yo’s English essay, he uses terms from economics, like 

“high wastage” and “efficient.” The argument is based on a view that is aiming for 

efficiency without waste. This provides a very impersonal view of the education 

system; one that people may “take advantage” of or misuse. Also, Annie argues that 

the UK is slowly moving away from being a welfare state, and it may not be feasible 

for Singapore to try this as this had not worked, was “not economically feasible.” Her 

argument is that stress was exerted on “country funds” and “tax payers” in 

implementing this. 

 

Secondly, there could possibly be high wastage in education due to the 
complete sponsorship of education. We must recognize that people have 
different aptitudes and talents. To provide free education would be to 
encourage people to take advantage of the education system and not 
recognizing and come to terms o their own abilities and area of focus. As a 
result, the education system will not be efficient. (Yo-Eng) 
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Take the United Kingdom as an example, making the UK a welfare state with 
free education and healthcare has resulted in immense stress on the country’s 
funds and tax payers over the years, the fact that the country is slowly 
moving away from being a welfare state exemplifies how the idea of having 
free education might not be economically feasible in the long run at all. (An-
Eng) 

 
Goddy’s English essay is another example of reasoning based on impersonal 

economics. He also uses economic terminology when he writes of “the price in 

economical terms” and about “supply” and “demand”. It is very theoretical and 

considers things as units in a larger system, demand as “the ability to pay” and supply 

as “quantity supplied in the market”. Impersonal language like “justified” is included. 

A personal point of view is not specifically stated in this example.  

 
The price in economical terms is justified by the equilibrium point in supply 
and demand. In our case, demand is the ability to pay and supply is the 
quantity supplied in the market. There should be a balance in stating the 
demand of a family and the supply of the market… (Go-Eng) 

 
 
5.2.4.2 Informal – Formal  

The Chinese and English essays could also be distinguished by their use of 

informal (Chinese) and formal (English) domains and presentation of arguments. The 

Chinese essays 1) focused on colloquial arguments phrased in colloquial ways, and 2) 

phrased arguments in informal contexts. In contrast, the English essays 1) presented 

relationships occurring on a formal level, and 2) had organizations of economic 

systems formalized and solutions were presented using a system.  

The Chinese essays tended to include arguments phrased very colloquially as 

an observation, or in terms of advice given more than as a justification this suggestion 

was applicable or not applicable. In Goddy’s Chinese essay, for example, he writes 

that for the government it is “difficult to pay doctors” because the “quality of service” 

is not “easy to define”. The situation is described as doctors who “fight ferociously” 

for monetary gain and have “no good reasons to “see myself improve”. It is described 

as having “a hundred harms and not one good thing” where the informal reasoning is 

based on Goddy’s intuitions as to what will happen. The syntax “the reason lies in - 

when this situation happens…” when there are two different ideas and the break could 

be represented as a pause in conversation seems informal and used in a speaking 

conversation rather than in a formal essay and economics is mentioned as “quality is 

not easy to define” and “the quality of medical services will slowly go down”.  
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首先， 免费的医疗服务政策只会使全国的医疗服务平均不降。原因在

于当这个情形发生时，为金钱而奋斗的医生没有利益去自我近步。这是

因为在些政策下，政府非常难为医疗素质分辨应该谁赚多些或少些。在

这种情况下，医疗服务只会渐渐的下降，对于我国人民只有百害而无一

利。（ Go-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
First, implementing the policy of free medical services will only make the 
quality of medical services in the whole country to be unevenly distributed. 
The reason lies in when this situation happens, doctors who fight ferociously 
for monetary gain have no good reasons to see myself (themselves) improve. 
This is because under these government policies, it is very difficult for the 
government to pay doctors according to the quality of the service they 
provide as quality is not easy to define. In such a situation, the quality of 
medical services will slowly go down, to my countrymen this will be a 
hundred harms and not one good thing. (Go-Chin) 
 
Another example is in Giselle’s Chinese essay where advice is phrased in a 

colloquial way. It is a chatty tone used in the phrases such as the “long long queues” 

at the clinic, and “ordinary people in their normal routine” and “even more doctors to 

work” and “because of a little illness.” The advice is if this situation builds up and 

becomes serious, it is “not worth it” phrased in an advisory way, much like a passing 

comment in conversation. 
 

此外，以普通人的日常习惯，若医疗服务不需要钱的话，人民也许会为

了一点小毛病而看医生。这会照成医院有大排长龙。那么更需要医生的

注意了。更严重的话，这关系到威胁，这肯定不值得。（ Gi-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
Aside from this, for ordinary people in their normal routine, if medical 
services do not require money, people may because of a little illness go see 
the doctor. This will create long long queues at the clinic. Therefore, this will 
require even more doctors to work. If even more serious, this instance till 
dangerous, is definitely not worth it. (Gi-Chin) 
 
A second feature that is related to the informal nature of the Chinese essays is 

that they tended to include informal situations either taken from the context of a 

community or family. In Alex’s essay, his argument is justified as people who have 

“no means to bear the resulting evils.” Alex uses a family in his argument in his 

Chinese essay, stating “many people have no means to work, and also no means to 

raise a family” as the impact it has on a group of people in informal contexts.  
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近几年来，随着油价的上涨，生活费已经攀升到人民无法承受的极限。

再加上突入奇来的病痛，这将使许多人无法做工，也无法养家糊口，最

后政府还是须要拿钱出来救济。（ Al-Chin ） 
 
Translation: 
These past few years, along with the oil prices that keep rising, living 
expenses already rise until people have no means to bear the resulting evils. 
Adding on quickly entering and curiously arriving illnesses, this in the future 
will mean many people have no means to work, and also no means to raise a 
family and keep their mouths full, in the end the government still has a need 
to take money out to rescue the economy. (Al-Chin) 
 
 
In contrast to the Chinese essays, the English essays tended to consist of 

relationships presented occurring on a more formal level. Annie uses formal generic 

terms, such as “modernization” and “industrialization” to argue her case for paid 

education. She sees people as “the citizens” rather than a person next to you. This 

develops also through a global perspective including vocabulary like “wealthy first 

world countries” and the “strain” on the economy of “third world countries.” 

Language invented in the 21st century specifically used frequently in Singapore 

context, such as “knowledge-based economy” is also used.  

 
Wealthy first world countries may well be able to afford having such 
expensive budgets for education but this will place a large amount of strain 
on the economy of third world countries. One could argue that when the 
citizens are equipped with knowledge this will naturally boost the economy 
of the state long term but how are these citizens to make use of their wealth 
of knowledge when they might not even get employment or jobs that are 
suited to their education level in the first place in a sinking economy? The 
key to modernization and industrialization has always been to focus on the 
industry and knowledge-based economy. (An-Eng) 

  
The organization of economic systems in English essays is formalized; an 

example of this is Lynette’s essay in the terminology used to address the people in a 

situation. She uses formal terminology such as “the system” and “the taxpayer’s 

dollar” picked up from government reports and newspapers that are associated with an 

economic mechanism of dollars moving in the economy. The economic efficiency is 

addressed in the “best balance” of “various interests”, which is not gone into in more 

detail, and thus the main argument is based on economics.  

 
As such, the system presently in place will suffice, because it achieves the 
best balance of various interests competing for the taxpayer’s dollar. (Ly-Eng) 
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Also, solutions are presented using a system. Jane’s English essay expressed 

the formal aspect to her reasoning in terms of a system. She anticipates a “central 

planning system” that formally joins two sectors of “education” and “government.” 

She brings in the “bureaucratic” nature of this, commonly found in formal work 

situations where administration is needed. To accentuate this she further describes it 

as “cumbersome machinery” that is working on a “massive scale.” 
 

Third, if education were free, there is most likely going to be a central 
planning system that links education to the government and this central 
planning system will most likely be a highly bureaucratic and inefficient 
system because of the cumbersome machinery that ones needs to plan 
education on such a massive scale. (Ja-Eng) 

 
The engagement with the global sphere and more complex arguments in 

Rosie’s English essay result in a formal presentation of the relationships between the 

parties in formal terms like arguing for “equity for all” and “assessing the merits” 

which may be “unduly limited” at the moment. It is presented as a “notion.” 

 
While traditionally the proponents of free education have argued based on the 
central notion of equity for all, in this paper, I will put forth the conclusion 
that this take an unduly limited view of assessing the merits of paying for 
education. On the contrary, having all education free will bring about 
consequences of which will challenge the very notion of having education in 
the first place. (Ro-Eng)  
 

5.2.4.3 Emotional – Rational  

The Chinese and English essays tended to use arguments with different 

motivations to drive the argument forward. The Chinese essays employed 1) more 

emotional arguments 2) more descriptive arguments 3) more sympathy in economic 

examples. In contrast, the English essays 1) used rational reasoning, and were focused 

on profit and efficiency 2) used detached and economic arguments were focused more 

on government and country issues.  

There was a trend in the Chinese essays to use emotive language rather than 

rely on rational arguments. An example is provided by Rosie’s Chinese essay. 

Although the example of the “American government” is used, she argues more on an 

emotional level; to “relieve the pressure.” It is “simply too high” and “forever 

maintained” mean the economic examples are phrased in figurative not rational 

language.  
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用美国来做个例子：美国政府帮助它的人民减轻医疗费用的压力，但以

其它国家所见，这个按排是不能永远持续的，因为费用实在太高了。

（ Ro-Chin ） 
 
Translation:  
Using the example of America: American government has helped its people 
decrease the amount of medical fees paid and relieve the pressure, but as this 
country has seen, this way of arranging is not able to be forever maintained, 
because the cost of fees is really simply too high. (Ro-Chin) 
 
The Chinese essays tended also to use descriptive arguments. The description 

of not having enough money in Lynette’s Chinese essay is “evil, frightening” and 

dramatically includes the extreme circumstance of leading to death, relying on 

emotion to be persuasive.  
 

况且，当一个人得了癌症或者心脏病之类的病情，每个月的医药费能高

大几千块钱。对哦普通的人来说，这是一大比钱，每个月的薪水如果花

在医药费上，— 么养家过活呢？一个人如果因为不够钱治疗自己而死

，这可是个很悲惨的事。（ Ly-Chin ） 
 
Translation:  
Moreover, when one person contracts diabetes or heart attack, every month’s 
medical fees can be higher than several thousand dollars. To ordinary people, 
this is a huge amount of money, every month’s salary if spent on medical fees 
– how to take care of a families’ needs? If one person because not having 
enough money for treatment and therefore dies, this can be an evil, 
frightening occurrence. (Ly-Chin) 
 
The Chinese essays tended to incorporate sympathy into the arguments. This 

example from Pansy’s Chinese essay has idealism toward the economy also found in 

other essays that incorporated all groups expressed in “every person”. It is empathetic, 

the main argument paying special attention to the most under privileged group; “[who 

are] most going to lose out.”  There is no mention of economic efficiency.  

 
这是因为每个人，不管穷还是富有，都样样应该在生病时能受到医疗。

如果基本医疗不是免费，贫穷的人是最吃亏的。（ Pa-Chin)  
 
Translation:  
This is because every person, regardless of whether she/he is poor or rich, all 
alike should when sick be able to receive help. If this treatment is not free, 
poor people are most going to lose out. (Pa-Chin) 
 
In contrast to the Chinese essays, the English essays tended to consist of 

arguments where the economics was characterized by rational reasoning. This way of 

viewing a solution gave a narrower view that left out other factors like society and 

people. In Annie’s English essay, she favored solutions that are realistic over 
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solutions that are humanistic, such as providing expensive operations free, the notion 

is “completely laudable” but also “completely unrealistic.” Annie recognizes the 

power of the government policies, and funding on any ideals that may exist. She is 

rational in seeing both sides of the argument “fundamental and strongest argument” 

but with “on the other hand.” 

 
The fundamental and strongest argument in support of making all education 
free is the belief that all men have equal rights and hence should be allowed 
the same opportunities in life to better themselves. On the other hand, the 
arguments against having all education free have been numerous, and 
although not as strong, more realistic and practical. (An-Eng) 
 
The notion is completely laudable, but completely unrealistic; as this would 
rests largely on which government party is in power and the state of the 
economy. (An-Eng) 
 
The economic arguments in English essays were characterized by a strong 

detachment manifest in terms of the vocabulary used “lucrative market”, “global 

schoolhouse”, “educated individual”, more complex syntax “only if two conditions 

are fulfilled”, and content characterized by a focus on the issues at a government or 

country level. The English essays were reasoned, rational and went for outcomes that 

tended to benefit the richer or more able in society, as they were focused on 

profitability. 
 

Lastly, the education industry is a lucrative market. With Singapore’s aim to 
become a global schoolhouse, this burgeoning industry will contribute to the 
country’s wealth, international statues and renown. It is detrimental 
economically to provide free education to all. (Yo-Eng) 
 
We should consider providing something for free only if two conditions are 
fulfilled. Firstly, it should bring about benefits not only to the individual 
taking it up, but also to the greater society around himself. Secondly, there 
should be a means of funding it that does not cost more than the potential 
benefits.  
Finally, through the work the educated individual does, he contributes to our 
economy as a whole. (Sa-Eng)  

 

In Xin’s English essay terms like “funds”, “derived from taxation” are used 

which involve knowledge specific to an economics curriculum, like tax being 

“progressive in nature.” The content in this paragraph is based on the economy and 

money, cost and flow of money from the top is the main argument. A managerial 

viewpoint is used, in the overview of society functioning, a need to manage the 
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“impact of the rich getting richer”. Earlier, she also characterizes education in terms 

of economics, as a “good with positive externalities.” 
 
As the funds for free education is derived from taxation, and taxation is likely 
to be progressive in nature, the wealthier people in the country is indirectly 
subsidizing the education for the lower income group. This reduces the 
impact of the rich getting richer since the lower income groups now has an 
equal start in life. (Xi-Eng) 

 

As can be seen from this section, a number of similarities and differences were 

found in the Chinese and English essays written by the 13 Singaporean students. This 

discussion has argued that while trends can be stated about Chinese rhetorical features 

in English and Chinese, they are at a very broad and general level and probably apply 

to Singaporean Chinese writing particularly, and not to Chinese writing itself. This 

supports the argument that the “uniqueness” of Chinese rhetorical patterns is being 

questioned (Kirkpatrick, 1997, 2002; You, 2005). The similarities are more obvious 

perhaps and some have also been previously suggested in existing literature on 

English and Chinese rhetoric, like 1) overall structure; 2) transfer of Chinese devices. 

The differences were subtler such as variations in content but reveal rich data that is 

not yet discussed, for example 1) cluster of personal-informal-emotional in Chinese 2) 

cluster of impersonal-formal-rational in English. There seems to be more to this field 

than has met the academic lens so far.    

In the next section, the interview and questionnaire data are discussed to 

address the suggestion from Hirose (2003) to include the intricate and hybrid nature 

of student’s identities when analyzing contrastive rhetoric. It also tries to address 

Kubota and Lehner’s (2004) criticism of contrastive rhetoric studies, that student’s 

identities are expressed solely by the writing they produce, without exploring factors 

that influence this. 

 

5.3 Attitudes to English and Chinese expressed in the interviews and 

questionnaires  
A close investigation of the questionnaire and interview data revealed the 

following trends. It was generally found that Chinese 1) was used in relaxed settings 

and activities, and with close groups 2) was more informally learned; 3) had a written 

form of characters containing/associated with history - and this was taught in classes 

(or else memorized) and 4) had an emotional quality associated with it. In contrast, 
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English 1) was perceived as a generic language, that was widespread, and associated 

with work, education and with more formal groups 2) was used in instruction of non-

language subjects 3) was taught in a more detailed and through way. These points 

could explain the personal-emotional-informal dimension of the Chinese essays and 

the impersonal-rational-formal dimension of the English essays.  

Participants reported that the Chinese language was used to relax and spend 

time with friends and extended family, in the home or local community, “I usually use 

Chinese when I’m in a more relaxed manner, not like at work”, or “in normal social 

interactions with my friends”.  Chinese was also used at work and University, but 

“always on a casual [spoken] basis”, said Xin. Participants said that they were 

comfortable communicating informally in Chinese, but found it difficult to use 

Chinese in formal contexts. For example, Rosie found difficulty with a formal 

interview she attended that was conducted in Chinese. She explained that was 

“because the context and the words you use in a formal interview is something that 

you don’t use very frequently in your daily life”. A bilingual participant observed that 

“I think I am bilingual in everyday situations but in situations where I have to use 

more ‘cheem’ [verbose], Chinese maybe not. I am more comfortable writing in 

English than in Chinese, although I prefer speaking in Chinese, as I prefer talking than 

writing. I talk more often, more personal, and writing will always remain as part of 

my work, not part of my interest.” 

The data also revealed that Chinese was typically learned through indirect 

means like “exposure in conversation”, “the entertainment section of the Chinese 

newspapers”, and popular culture, “watching shows, maybe even through songs.” A 

number of participants reported that they learnt Chinese through KTV (Karaoke) 

singing sessions which were done in leisure time. A participant explained, “if you 

really like a song, you’ll go through the lyrics and you’ll really learn them” referring 

to learning Chinese. Another participant said that she “watch[ed] Chinese TV” so she 

didn’t “lose touch with the language”. Only one bilingual participant read Chinese 

books in his own time. The participants did not read classical Chinese literature, and 

therefore were not directly exposed to the ba-gu-wen form or the qi-cheng-zhuan-he 

form. 

In school, the written Chinese classes had been taught through memorization 

means, with activities like “spelling, dictation” and “memorize phrases from the 词语
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手册 (ci2 yu3 shou3 ce4), a book of idioms. Argumentative writing had also been 

learned through the memorizing of “model essays and paragraphs.” In Chinese 

argumentative writing, students were encouraged to memorize opinions, which meant 

less opportunity for practice of writing skills.  

Chinese culture was also taught in Chinese lessons. “In Chinese, the teacher 

was interested in China’s culture and told us many stories… we learned the meaning 

behind the word, the history and culture… that really gave us a lot of insight into 

Chinese.” Participants were proud of their Chinese ancestry. A participant said 

“Chinese is important because we are Chinese, not so much of like the China market 

is rising and economic climate is huge and accelerating, but its more like traditionally 

your roots, heritage are Chinese, keep in touch with that.”  

The Chinese history is embedded in the written form of the Chinese characters. 

Participants described this attribute of the Chinese language as “artistic” and 

“beautiful”, as “the words always come from shapes…that mean something,” and that 

learning words was learning “how words and phrases came about” as “every character 

is different.” Thus, participants found Chinese “a lot more meaningful.”  Chinese was 

perceived as “not eroded by globalization” and “rooted in traditional beliefs and 

cultures.”  

There was a general agreement to the emotional quality of Chinese as a 

language, perhaps because of the nuances of the language; and arguments or 

justifications phrased in that language can be accepted based less on facts. A 

participant explained “the usage of words (in Chinese) can have a very wide range.” 

Another participant felt that “using Chinese would be more comfortable…especially 

when talking about feelings.” It was reported that “if we use Chinese, we would feel 

closer to the person.” Exchanges were based on emotion, and experiences tended to 

be personal and embedded with meaning. A participant said prayer was very personal 

to her and “a few times I prayed to God on my own in Chinese… it best expressed 

what I felt…it was one of my rawest emotions…I usually pray in English.”  

In contrast to Chinese, English was perceived as a generic language, and 

associated with work. Participants described English as “technical, professional, 

common, a ‘must know’ and the universal language.” A participant noted English was 

“widespread to the point it has lost its charm…it isn’t special anymore.” Instead, 

English was seen as “important and official” “you will definitely need it (English)…in 
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work especially.” For a Chinese L1 participant, “it is the official language so I have to 

use it.” Participants reported that English pervades Singaporean society such that “you 

need to know [it]” and although they did not necessarily like it, they were comfortable 

using it because of its “exposure and penetration in our society”, such as “when I 

make presentations at work.” Also, participants spoke English to more unfamiliar 

groups like their less close friends, part-time work colleagues and university lecturers 

(for English L1s). A participant felt that “English is just naturally more impersonal (to 

me)…I use Chinese when I want to express feelings.” It was understood that in 

Singapore’s multi-cultural society, English was necessary. Sally noted that when she 

started work, English would be the main language she would use “that everybody will 

understand my instruction in, so it definitely is a level more” useful when at work “I 

use it to write emails to my colleagues…because most of them are Malay, and the 

only way of communication is English.”  

English served for educational purposes as well, for example “understanding 

lectures”. One participant expressed this as “so in school or at work in more formal 

occasions I will speak English.” Lessons other than Chinese language (such as science, 

mathematics) were taught officially in English. Zack found this allowed “additional 

input” “for you to learn the terminology”. Another participant found “those subjects 

that are taught in English…you don’t really learn English…but the conversation in 

English helps you learn English indirectly.”  Participants’ parents also thought 

“[English is] very important because it’s the language of instruction.” 

In addition, it was reported that a student’s mark for the General Paper Exam 

at ‘A’ levels determined their eligibility to enter a Singaporean University. 

Preparation for English argumentative writing for this paper was intense, and 

thorough. For English argumentative writing participants found it focused on “hard 

facts” and “current affairs.” Activities included “group compositions, mock debates” 

which Giselle found helpful “I will unknowingly gain something (from a mock 

debate)”. A participant said they were taught “to read newspaper for the current 

debates” and learning was “participative”, where they brainstormed and discussed and 

wrote group compositions. Yo-yo said “most of my argumentative writing was done 

in JC (Junior College)” where “the teachers really pushed us.” Participants wrote 

about 2-3 essays a week before the ‘A’ level examination, and when they learned 

argumentative writing at secondary school level, they practiced this about once a 

month. A participant described the general paper class as “booklets and booklets of 
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this information” were given “on a wide range of topics” “so you are armed to argue 

your case.” A participant said that in English she had to write many more essays, in 

Chinese all she needed to do was write 作文 (zuo4 wen2) or essays from time to time 

and complete the less wordy assignments.  

This discussion of interview and questionnaire data has attempted to explain 

why students used stylistic devices similarly and differently in two languages. The 

differences between the use of the two languages and the attitudes toward them are 

numerous, and this section has answered calls by Hirose (2003), Kubota and Lehner 

(2004) and Wang (2004) to include this. Two obvious areas to highlight are 1) 

participant’s perceptions of English as a formal language could make their English 

writing more formal 2) experience of Chinese in intimate settings, and to talk about 

personal issues could make the Chinese essays more personal.  

This section of the thesis has provided an instance of Kobayashi’s (1984) 

claim that student’s attitudes to a language, their exposure to English and their 

language instruction can affect the patterns found. As such, it shows how rhetorical 

patterns are affected by non-linguistic factors, and implies that the contrastive rhetoric 

field should widen to encompass that. It has also attempted to address an often 

neglected area in contrastive rhetoric, that of the experience of users of Outer Circle 

Englishes (Kachru, 1999). It is felt the contrastive rhetoric field might benefit by 

studying Englishes that have attributes of another language (e.g. Indian). From the 

interviews, it is clear that the participants are neither “East” nor “West” though they 

are of Chinese heritage and live on the equator. This is an example of Atkinson’s 

(1999) theorizing of an alternative view of culture, a view that sees that cultural 

groups are no longer homogeneous, but instead are infused with knowledge external 

to the culture, that a culture can no longer simply be generalized as “Chinese” or 

“Anglo.” 
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6. Limitations  
 

This study was conducted on a population of 13 students, who had not 

practiced argumentative writing regularly for approximately three years. A more ideal 

study would involve a larger group of participants who were currently in secondary 

education, or at least having regular opportunities to practice argumentative writing. 

This might also produce longer essays thus giving more data.  

A second difficulty that was faced in this study is that there are few other 

studies that have been conducted resembling this study in methodology and context, 

making it difficult to compare findings or have a base on which to build findings. 

Most other studies of Asian rhetoric are quantitative in nature and focus on 

determining if there are similarities or differences in overall structure, rather than on 

how these come about. In the essay data in this study, there was little evidence of 

differences in overall structure in the English and Chinese essays, thus I focused on 

the content and differences in arguments used. Furthermore, as established in the 

literature review, though academics have written about the need to include 

participants’ attitudes and backgrounds, particularly when studying Asian languages 

(Kachru, 1999; Kubota & Lehner, 2004), few recent studies were found to incorporate 

these methodological changes, making it difficult to compare the findings of this 

study with those of others.  

On the other hand, this means that a study such as this needed to be done. This 

study has attempted to provide some insights into the English and Chinese writing 

patterns in Singaporean students, and the reasons behind these. If nothing else, the 

study has provided a snapshot of a small Singaporean community’s patterns of writing, 

the similarities, the differences and the attitudes behind, and what place they think the 

languages occupy in their current situation. It has also added to the existing literature 

on contrastive rhetoric research on bilinguals (e.g. Dunkelblau, 1990) and provided a 

starting point for further investigation into this situation in Singapore. 
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7. Conclusion 
 

This study has attempted to address three research questions: 1) whether there 

are similarities/differences in Chinese and English essays written by Singaporean 

students; 2) what the similarities and differences are; and 3) why these similarities and 

differences exist. This has taken the form of a qualitative analysis of 13 Chinese and 

13 English essays written by students, as well as data from a questionnaire and 

interviews on students’ language use and attitudes to their languages. The study has 

found both similarities and differences in the English and Chinese essays written by 

students. The main similarities lay in overall structure, and the use of some Chinese 

stylistic devices, whereas the main differences lay in the use of set phrases, and 

English writing being clustered around impersonal-formal-rational and Chinese 

writing being clustered around personal-informal-emotional dimensions. The 

similarities have been explained by transfer, confirming Kaplan’s (1966, 1972) 

findings. The differences have been linked to student’s perceptions and use of the two 

languages. The development of emic categories has provided new insights into why 

students write in different ways in contrastive rhetoric studies. It has added personal 

insights from the life of students by investigating texts from their culture and through 

interviews. The findings of this study did not resemble the picture of stark differences 

painted from the literature of the early studies of contrastive rhetoric. Rather, it found 

further instances to support the claims by recent contrastive rhetoricians that 1) a 

culture’s writing is not monolithic (Bloch & Chi, 1995); 2) influences from context of 

culture, particularly Outer Circle Englishes should be considered in contrastive 

rhetoric, and cultures are not homogeneous (Kachru, 1999); and 3) terminology and 

titles used by contrastive rhetoricians can be anachronistic (Kirkpatrick, 1997, 2002; 

Cahill, 2003).  

This study has addressed the gap Hirose (2003), Kubota (1992) and Lin (2007) 

suggested that more research needs to include participants’ backgrounds in their 

analyses. It has also attempted to “challenge the fundamental assumptions about 

rhetoric embedded in classical Western rhetorical theories to start a conversation 

between East and West” (Wang, 2004, p. 1). Finally, it has contributed to the only 

minimal response so far to Kirkpatrick’s (1997) suggestion that research on Chinese 

rhetoric needs to address recent trends instead of classical period poetry forms, and 
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has found devices used to study Chinese writing are considerably anachronistic. This 

study is potentially applicable to second language pedagogy, by giving educators a 

stepping-stone to understanding student writing styles. It supports the notion that 

culture affects language in the ongoing debate in linguistics and more widely in social 

studies of how language and culture affect each other.  

Future research could focus on several issues. It could take a more in-depth 

approach to participants’ backgrounds, as the differences and similarities found in this 

study are very clearly linked to the backgrounds and experiences of the participants. 

Further research should also recognize the contributions made by more recent and 

non-Anglo researchers (e.g. Kachru, 1999; Kubota & Lehner, 2004; Liu, 2008; Wang, 

2004) to critical contrastive rhetoric. Perhaps rather than focusing on whether there 

are similarities and/or differences, as this seems to have already been clearly 

answered in the earlier contrastive rhetoric research, new contrastive rhetoric should 

focus on why these exist and bridge the gaps for language learners and users. Further 

rigorous comparison of two languages is important in a world where a big proportion 

of its inhabitants are multi-lingual and multi-cultural and this trend is increasing.  
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1 
Essay Topics 
Topic A 
谢谢你同意参于这项研究。你有一个小时的时间完成写作这片议论文：所有的

医疗服务应该免费。请发表你的意见并选个立场来讨论。若你满意你的写作，

你可以随时停笔。 
 
请勿用字典或词典，语法的准确不是这项练习的重点。请你只用提供的纸。 
 
Topic B 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. You will be given up to an hour to 
write an argumentative essay on the topic: All education should be free. Please give 
your opinion of the debate, and take a side and argue it. You are free to stop writing 
once you are satisfied with your work. 
 
Please do not use a dictionary, as spelling and grammatical errors are not the focus of 
this study. Please use only the paper provided. 
 
Appendix 2 
 

Questionnaire 
Identification  
Name _________________ 
Age ____ 
____Male _____Female 
Major_______ 
Year  undergraduate: __first, __second, __third, __fourth 
 
Language 

1. What is your primary language? If you consider yourself bilingual, tick the 
two primary languages.  

 
____English     ____Cantonese 
____Hokkien     ____Hakka 
____Mandarin     ____Bilingual  

 
2. What language do you usually speak at home?    
_____Chinese  _____English  _____Chinese dialect 
 
3. What language do you usually speak with your friends? 
____Chinese  ____English  _____Chinese dialect 
 
4. What proportion of the week do you spend speaking English? (choose only 

one) 
___10% ___20% ___20% ___40% __50% ___60% ___70% ___80% ___90% 
___100% 
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5. What proportion of the week do you spend speaking Chinese? (choose only 
one) 

___10% ___20% ___20% ___40% __50% ___60% ___70% ___80% ___90% 
___100% 
 
 
6. What level of education have your parents completed? 

Mother    Father 
Primary school  ________   ________ 
Secondary school  _______   ______ 
Polytechnic   ______   ________ 
Junior college   _______   _______ 
University   ________   ________ 
Graduate school  _______   ________ 
 
Experience of learning English 
When did you start learning English? ____________ 
 
Instruction in English 

1. How often did you write compositions when you were in primary school?  
 

___often ___sometimes  ___rarely  ____never 
2. How often did you write compositions when you were in secondary school? 
 

___often ___sometimes  ___rarely  ____never 
3. How often did you write compositions when you were in junior college? 
 

___often ___sometimes  ___rarely  ____never 
 

4. What kind of writing activities have you done since you graduated from junior 
college? 

 
 

____writing term papers  
____writing essay exams  
____writing for campus newsletters or newspapers  
____other e.g. blogging (please specify: _______________________)  

 
 

5. What instruction methods were used? (you can tick more than one option) 
 

___using model essays ___reading widely for general knowledge   
___mock debates  ___others (please specify) 

 
6. Have you received any formal instruction in writing reports, essays, or term 

papers (in other words, writing for academic purposes) in junior college or 
university? If yes, when and for how long?  

_____________________________________________________________________
__ 
Experience of learning Chinese 
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When did you start learning Chinese? ____________ 
 
Instruction in Chinese 

1. How often did you write compositions when you were in primary school?  
 

___often ___sometimes  ___rarely  ____never 
2. How often did you write compositions when you were in secondary school? 
 

___often ___sometimes  ___rarely  ____never 
3. How often did you write compositions when you were in junior college? 
 

___often ___sometimes  ___rarely  ____never 
 

4. What kind of writing activities have you done since you graduated from junior 
college? 

 
____writing term papers  
____writing essay exams  
____writing for campus newsletters or newspapers  
____other e.g. blogging (please specify: _______________________)  

 
5. What instruction methods were used?  
 
___using model essays ___reading widely for general knowledge   
___mock debates  ___others (please specify) 

 
6. Have you received any formal instruction in writing reports, essays, or term 

papers (in other words, writing for academic purposes) in junior college or 
university? If yes, when and how long?  

_____________________________________________________________________
__ 
 
Writing of the English composition  
A. Before writing  
1. Did you start writing right away?   Yes   No 
2. If your answer to Q1 is “no”, what did you do? Write the kind of things you did 
(e.g. I wrote down the outline. I thought what I was going to write about.) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
______________ 
B. In Writing 
How did you keep on writing? Circle as many as apply. If you did other than the 
options given below, please specify.  
I generated ideas in Chinese first, then translated them into English. 
I directly wrote in English. 
I wrote with overall organization in mind. 
I tried to write so that the sentences would flow smoothly. 
When I had a problem, I stopped and thought for a while. 
When I had a problem, I continued writing, and later went back to the problem.  
Other (please specify) 
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_____________________________________________________________________
____ 
 
C. After writing 
What did you do after writing? Specify what you did after writing (e.g. I did nothing 
once I finished writing; I reread to check whether the organization was appropriate or 
not, and revised; I added to the first version where insufficient).  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________ 
 
 
Writing of the Chinese composition  
A. Before writing  
1. Did you start writing right away?   Yes   No 
2. If your answer to Q1 is “no”, what did you do? Write the kind of things you did 
(e.g. I wrote down the outline. I thought what I was going to write about.) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
________________ 
B. In Writing 
How did you keep on writing? Circle as many as apply. If you did other than given 
below, please specify.  
I generated ideas in English first, then translated them into Chinese. 
I directly wrote in English. 
I wrote with overall organization in mind. 
I tried to write so that the sentences would flow smoothly. 
When I had a problem, I stopped and thought for a while. 
When I had a problem, I continued writing, and later went back to the problem.  
Other (please specify) 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____ 
 
 
C. After writing 
What did you do after writing? Specify what you did after writing(e.g. I did nothing 
once I finished writing; I reread to check whether the organization was appropriate or 
not, and revised; I added to the first version where insufficient).  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 
Appendix 3 

Interview Questions 
Language use 

1. When do you use English? (e.g. To speak to university friends, teachers, old 
friends, family)   

2. When do you use Chinese?  
3. Which language do you prefer?  
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a. Is it context specific? (friends? Family? Why? Work? Help in future 
work advancement?) 

4. Which language are you more comfortable in? 
a. Is it specific to the context? 

5. Which language do you identify with?  
6. Why?  
7. Do you say you are effectively bilingual?)  

 
Language learning (inside, outside class) 

8. How was English taught at your school? (repeat for Chinese) 
a. How else do you think you learnt English? E.g. television shows, from 

friends, independent reading, reading fiction, reading non-fiction, 
reading comics 

b. Which way(s) were the most effective (to you)? E.g. Extra-classes, 
discussion with friends, help from teachers and why?  

Argumentative writing instruction 
9. How was English writing taught to you? (repeat for Chinese) 

a. What instruction methods did the teacher use? Using model essays, 
mock debates, reading widely for general knowledge… 

b. Did you learn argumentative writing in English? (How?) 
c. Did you practice it?  

i. How?  
ii. Did you practice it often? 

d. Do you see any similarities and/or differences between argumentative 
writing in English and Chinese?  

 
10. Did you learn to write argumentative essays outside school?  If so, explain.  
11. If you had to describe Chinese or English to others, what adjectives would you 

use to describe each language? Would you use different adjectives? 
12. Is there anything else you would like to share with me about your writing 

instruction experience in English/Chinese? 
~Thank you for your time~ 
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Appendix 4   
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Appendix 5 
Linguistics and Applied Linguistics, School of  
Languages and Linguistics 
 
 
PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT  
 
 
 
Project Title: A contrastive analysis of English and Chinese writing styles in 
Singaporean students 
 
Name of investigators: Dr. Neomy Storch, School of Languages and Linguistics, 
University of Melbourne, Phone: (+61-3) 8344-5208; Email: neomys@unimelb.edu.au; 
Ms. Janne Morton, School of Languages and Linguistics, University of Melbourne, Phone: 
(+61-3) 8344 9688; Email: jannem@unimelb.edu.au;  Ms. Esther Chew, University of 
Melbourne, Email: s.chew3@ugrad.unimelb.edu.au  
 
Project Aims: To investigate the similarities and differences in the writing styles of 
Singaporeans in English and Chinese, and find possible explanations of these similarities 
and differences.  
 
What participation involves: 
Participation in the project involves 

1. writing an essay in English and an essay in Chinese one week apart, 
2. filling in a survey form, and being interviewed for approximately 15 minutes, at a 

time convenient to you. In the interview, the researcher will ask you to comment 
on how you were taught English and Chinese and your use of English and 
Chinese in everyday situations. The interview will be audio-taped and transcribed.  

 
Participation in this project is voluntary. If you decide to participate, you will need to sign 
a consent form. You may withdraw from the project at any time, and/or withdraw any 
unprocessed data previously supplied.  
 
Confidentiality 
All data will be treated confidentially, subject to the usual legal limitations. You will be 
referred to by pseudonym in the thesis. Complete anonymity cannot be guaranteed, 
however, because of the small sample size. The data will be kept in a password-protected 
file in the researcher’s computer and destroyed once the Honors thesis is completed. This 
project has received clearance from the University of Melbourne Human Research Ethics 
Committee. If you have any concerns about the research, please contact the researchers. If 
you have any concerns arising from the conduct of this research project, please contact 
the Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics, The University of Melbourne, ph: 8344 
2073 fax: 9347 6739. 
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Appendix 6 
Dunkelblau’s (1990) stylistic devices 
1. Set Phrases Usually four words, can be more, that 

illustrate moral teachings or are 
metaphorical. A deep meaning in a short 
set of words. 

2. Interrogative Sentences Found as rhetorical questions and lead 
questions. 

3. Reference to Authority Reliance on quotations and paraphrases of 
authoritarian figures.  

4. Reference to Tradition and the Past - 
5. Literary References - 
6. Hortatory Tone Found through emphasis on morals and 

positive outlook.  
7. Analogy - 
8. Ornate, Flowery Language Found as descriptive adjectives and 

elaborate ways of describing a simple 
situation.  

9. Parallel Sentence Construction Rhyming Sentences.  
10. Repetition of Ideas Idea expressed twice for form.  
11. Vocative Exhortation A direct address to reader, an instance is 

as ‘you.’ 
 
Appendix 7 
Sample argument from Chinese textbook 
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Appendix 8 
A convincing example of qi-cheng-zhuan-he  
 
 I agree with the notion that all education should be free. First and foremost, 
education is a good with positive externalities. {Qi} An educated population will 
benefit society as a whole and drive the progress of a nation as businesses are able to 
hire more talents and the country is being led by intellects. {Cheng} It is only fair 
that everyone is given an equal chance to success in life regardless of whether one is 
able to afford it. {Zhuan} Thus free education give the lower income group an 
equal footing in life he and this in turn benefit the society as the country is able to 
make greater progress with a greater number of educated people {He}. (Yo-Eng)  
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